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Bulletin (SB20-034) 
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27 January, 20 
 

Cybernetic GI Security Bulletin provides a summary of new vulnerabilities that have been recorded by the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) National Vulnerability Database (NVD) in the past 

week. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) National Cybersecurity and Communications 

Integration Center (NCCIC) / United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team, is sponsored by The 

NVD. For modified or updated entries, please visit the NVD, which contains historical vulnerability 

information . 

The vulnerabilities are based on the CVE vulnerability naming standard and determined by the Common 

Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) standard. They are organized according to severity, by the division of 

high, medium and low severities correspond to the following scores : 

High  -  Vulnerabilities will be labeled High severity if they have a CVSS base score of 7.0 - 10.0 . 

Medium  -   Vulnerabilities will be labeled Medium severity if they have a CVSS base score of 4.0   - 6.9 .  

Low   - Vulnerabilities will be labeled Low severity if they have a CVSS base score of 0.0 - 3.9 . 

Entries may include additional information provided by organizations and efforts sponsored by Cybernetic 

GI. This data may include identifying information, values, definitions, and related links. The patch 

information is provided to users when available. Please note that some of the information in the bulletin 

is compiled from external, open source reports and is not a direct result of Cybernetic GI analysis  . 

The NCCIC Weekly Vulnerability Summary Bulletin is created using information from the National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST) National Vulnerability Database (NVD). In some cases, the 

vulnerabilities in the bulletin may not yet have assigned CVSS scores. Please visit NVD for updated 

vulnerability entries, which include CVSS scores once they are available . 

 



High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

adobe -- illustrator_cc 
  

Adobe Illustrator CC versions 24.0 and earlier have a memory 
corruption vulnerability. Successful exploitation could lead to 
arbitrary code execution. 

2020-01-29 9.3 CVE-2020-3714 
CONFIRM 

adobe -- illustrator_cc 
  

Adobe Illustrator CC versions 24.0 and earlier have a memory 
corruption vulnerability. Successful exploitation could lead to 
arbitrary code execution. 

2020-01-29 9.3 CVE-2020-3712 
CONFIRM 

adobe -- illustrator_cc 
  

Adobe Illustrator CC versions 24.0 and earlier have a memory 
corruption vulnerability. Successful exploitation could lead to 
arbitrary code execution. 

2020-01-29 9.3 CVE-2020-3710 
CONFIRM 

adobe -- illustrator_cc 
  

Adobe Illustrator CC versions 24.0 and earlier have a memory 
corruption vulnerability. Successful exploitation could lead to 
arbitrary code execution. 

2020-01-29 9.3 CVE-2020-3711 
CONFIRM 

adobe -- illustrator_cc 
  

Adobe Illustrator CC versions 24.0 and earlier have a memory 
corruption vulnerability. Successful exploitation could lead to 
arbitrary code execution. 

2020-01-29 9.3 CVE-2020-3713 
CONFIRM 

alienvault -- ossim 
  

OSSIM before 4.3.3.1 has tele_compress.php path traversal 
vulnerability 

2020-01-27 7.8 CVE-2013-6056 
MISC 

amd -- atidxx64.dll_driver An exploitable out-of-bounds read vulnerability exists in AMD 
ATIDXX64.DLL driver, version 26.20.13001.50005. A specially 
crafted pixel shader can cause a denial of service. An attacker 
can provide a specially crafted shader file to trigger this 
vulnerability. This vulnerability can be triggered from VMware 
guest, affecting VMware host. 

2020-01-25 7.8 CVE-2019-5124 
MISC 

amd -- atidxx64.dll_driver 
  

An exploitable out-of-bounds read vulnerability exists in AMD 
ATIDXX64.DLL driver, version 26.20.13025.10004. A specially 
crafted pixel shader can cause a denial of service. An attacker 
can provide a specially crafted shader file to trigger this 
vulnerability. This vulnerability can be triggered from VMware 
guest, affecting VMware host. 

2020-01-25 7.8 CVE-2019-5146 
MISC 

amd -- atidxx64.dll_driver 
  

An exploitable out-of-bounds read vulnerability exists in AMD 
ATIDXX64.DLL driver, version 26.20.13003.1007. A specially 
crafted pixel shader can cause a denial of service. An attacker 
can provide a specially crafted shader file to trigger this 
vulnerability. This vulnerability can be triggered from VMware 
guest, affecting VMware host. 

2020-01-25 7.8 CVE-2019-5147 
MISC 

apache -- spamassassin 
  

A command execution issue was found in Apache 
SpamAssassin prior to 3.4.3. Carefully crafted nefarious 
Configuration (.cf) files can be configured to run system 
commands similar to CVE-2018-11805. This issue is less 
stealthy and attempts to exploit the issue will throw warnings. 

2020-01-30 9.3 CVE-2020-1931 
CONFIRM 
BUGTRAQ 
DEBIAN 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3714&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3714
https://helpx.adobe.com/security/products/illustrator/apsb20-03.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3712&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3712
https://helpx.adobe.com/security/products/illustrator/apsb20-03.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3710&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3710
https://helpx.adobe.com/security/products/illustrator/apsb20-03.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3711&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3711
https://helpx.adobe.com/security/products/illustrator/apsb20-03.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3713&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3713
https://helpx.adobe.com/security/products/illustrator/apsb20-03.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-6056&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-6056
https://www.tenable.com/plugins/nessus/76122
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-5124&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-5124
https://talosintelligence.com/vulnerability_reports/TALOS-2019-0913
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-5146&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-5146
https://talosintelligence.com/vulnerability_reports/TALOS-2019-0937
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-5147&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-5147
https://talosintelligence.com/vulnerability_reports/TALOS-2019-0936
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-1931&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-1931
https://bz.apache.org/SpamAssassin/show_bug.cgi?id=7784
https://seclists.org/bugtraq/2020/Feb/1
https://www.debian.org/security/2020/dsa-4615


High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

Thanks to Damian Lukowski at credativ for reporting the issue 
ethically. With this bug unpatched, exploits can be injected in 
a number of scenarios though doing so remotely is difficult. In 
addition to upgrading to SA 3.4.4, we again recommend that 
users should only use update channels or 3rd party .cf files 
from trusted places. 

apache -- spamassassin 
  

A command execution issue was found in Apache 
SpamAssassin prior to 3.4.3. Carefully crafted nefarious rule 
configuration (.cf) files can be configured to run system 
commands similar to CVE-2018-11805. With this bug 
unpatched, exploits can be injected in a number of scenarios 
including the same privileges as spamd is run which may be 
elevated though doing so remotely is difficult. In addition to 
upgrading to SA 3.4.4, we again recommend that users should 
only use update channels or 3rd party .cf files from trusted 
places. If you cannot upgrade, do not use 3rd party rulesets, 
do not use sa-compile and do not run spamd as an account 
with elevated privileges. 

2020-01-30 9.3 CVE-2020-1930 
CONFIRM 
MLIST 
BUGTRAQ 
DEBIAN 

asus -- rt-n56u_devices 
  

ASUS RT-N56U devices allow CSRF. 2020-01-28 9.3 CVE-2013-3093 
MISC 

avast -- secure_browser 
  

A Local Privilege Escalation issue was discovered in Avast 
Secure Browser 76.0.1659.101. The vulnerability is due to an 
insecure ACL set by the AvastBrowserUpdate.exe (which is 
running as NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM) when 
AvastSecureBrowser.exe checks for new updates. When the 
update check is triggered, the elevated process cleans the ACL 
of the Update.ini file in %PROGRAMDATA%\Avast 
Software\Browser\Update\ and sets all privileges to group 
Everyone. Because any low-privileged user can create, delete, 
or modify the Update.ini file stored in this location, an 
attacker with low privileges can create a hard link named 
Update.ini in this folder, and make it point to a file writable by 
NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM. Once AvastBrowserUpdate.exe is 
triggered by the update check functionality, the DACL is set to 
a misconfigured value on the crafted Update.ini and, 
consequently, to the target file that was previously not 
writable by the low-privileged attacker. 

2020-01-27 7.2 CVE-2019-17190 
MISC 

bitdefender -- 
bitdefender_box_2 
  

A command injection vulnerability has been discovered in the 
bootstrap stage of Bitdefender BOX 2, versions 2.1.47.42 and 
2.1.53.45. The API method `/api/download_image` unsafely 
handles the production firmware URL supplied by remote 
servers, leading to arbitrary execution of system commands. 
In order to exploit the condition, an unauthenticated attacker 
should impersonate a infrastructure server to trigger this 
vulnerability. 

2020-01-27 10 CVE-2019-17095 
ETC 
CONFIRM 
ETC 

bitdefender -- 
bitdefender_box_2 
  

A OS Command Injection vulnerability in the bootstrap stage 
of Bitdefender BOX 2 allows the manipulation of the 

2020-01-27 9.3 CVE-2019-17096 
CONFIRM 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-1930&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-1930
https://bz.apache.org/SpamAssassin/show_bug.cgi?id=7648
https://lists.apache.org/thread.html/r6729f3d3be754a06c39bb4f11c925a3631e8ea2b4c865546d755cb0a@%3Cannounce.apache.org%3E
https://seclists.org/bugtraq/2020/Feb/1
https://www.debian.org/security/2020/dsa-4615
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-3093&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-3093
https://www.securityfocus.com/archive/1/531194
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-17190&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-17190
https://www.avast.com/bug-bounty-credits/en/a-tribute-to-our-security-research-community
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-17095&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-17095
https://talosintelligence.com/vulnerability_reports/TALOS-2019-0919
https://www.bitdefender.com/support/security-advisories/command-injection-vulnerability-in-bitdefender-box-v2-va-5706
https://www.cybersecurity-help.cz/vdb/SB2020012215?affChecked=1
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-17096&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-17096
https://www.bitdefender.com/support/security-advisories/bitdefender-box-2-bootstrap-get_image_size-command-injection-vulnerability/


High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

`get_image_url()` function in special circumstances to inject a 
system command. 

cisco -- sd-wan_solution 
  

A vulnerability in the WebUI of the Cisco SD-WAN Solution 
could allow an authenticated, remote attacker to inject and 
execute arbitrary commands with vmanage user privileges on 
an affected system. The vulnerability is due to insufficient 
input validation of data parameters for certain fields in the 
affected solution. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability 
by configuring a malicious username on the login page of the 
affected solution. A successful exploit could allow the attacker 
to inject and execute arbitrary commands with vmanage user 
privileges on an affected system. 

2020-01-26 9 CVE-2019-12629 
CISCO 

cisco -- sd-
wan_solution_vmanage 
  

A vulnerability in the CLI of the Cisco SD-WAN Solution 
vManage software could allow an authenticated, local 
attacker to elevate privileges to root-level privileges on the 
underlying operating system. The vulnerability is due to 
insufficient input validation. An attacker could exploit this 
vulnerability by sending a crafted file to the affected system. 
An exploit could allow the attacker to elevate privileges to 
root-level privileges. 

2020-01-26 7.2 CVE-2020-3115 
CISCO 

cisco -- 
small_business_switches 
  

A vulnerability in the web UI of Cisco Small Business Switches 
could allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker to cause a 
denial of service (DoS) condition on an affected device. The 
vulnerability is due to improper validation of requests sent to 
the web interface. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability 
by sending a malicious request to the web interface of an 
affected device. A successful exploit could allow the attacker 
to cause an unexpected reload of the device, resulting in a DoS 
condition. This vulnerability affects firmware releases prior 
than 1.3.7.18 

2020-01-30 7.8 CVE-2020-3147 
CISCO 

cisco -- 
webex_video_mesh 
  

A vulnerability in the web-based management interface of 
Cisco Webex Video Mesh could allow an authenticated, 
remote attacker to execute arbitrary commands on the 
affected system. The vulnerability is due to improper 
validation of user-supplied input by the web-based 
management interface of the affected software. An attacker 
could exploit this vulnerability by logging in to the web-based 
management interface with administrative privileges and 
supplying crafted requests to the application. A successful 
exploit could allow the attacker to execute arbitrary 
commands on the underlying Linux operating system with root 
privileges on a targeted node. 

2020-01-26 9 CVE-2019-16005 
CISCO 

d-link -- dir-859_devices 
  

D-Link DIR-859 1.05 and 1.06B01 Beta01 devices allow remote 
attackers to execute arbitrary OS commands via a urn: to the 
M-SEARCH method in ssdpcgi() in /htdocs/cgibin, because 
HTTP_ST is mishandled. The value of the urn: service/device is 
checked with the strstr function, which allows an attacker to 

2020-01-29 10 CVE-2019-20215 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-12629&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-12629
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200122-sdwan-cmd-inject
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3115&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3115
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200122-sdwan-priv-esc
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3147&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3147
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-smlbus-switch-dos-R6VquS2u
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-16005&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-16005
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200108-webex-video
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20215&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20215
https://medium.com/@s1kr10s/d-link-dir-859-unauthenticated-rce-in-ssdpcgi-http-st-cve-2019-20215-en-2e799acb8a73
https://supportannouncement.us.dlink.com/announcement/publication.aspx?name=SAP10147


High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

concatenate arbitrary commands separated by shell 
metacharacters. 

d-link -- dir-859_devices 
  

D-Link DIR-859 1.05 and 1.06B01 Beta01 devices allow remote 
attackers to execute arbitrary OS commands via the urn: to 
the M-SEARCH method in ssdpcgi() in /htdocs/cgibin, because 
REMOTE_PORT is mishandled. The value of the urn: 
service/device is checked with the strstr function, which 
allows an attacker to concatenate arbitrary commands 
separated by shell metacharacters. 

2020-01-29 10 CVE-2019-20216 
MISC 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

d-link -- dir-859_devices 
  

D-Link DIR-859 1.05 and 1.06B01 Beta01 devices allow remote 
attackers to execute arbitrary OS commands via the urn: to 
the M-SEARCH method in ssdpcgi() in /htdocs/cgibin, because 
SERVER_ID is mishandled. The value of the urn: service/device 
is checked with the strstr function, which allows an attacker to 
concatenate arbitrary commands separated by shell 
metacharacters. 

2020-01-29 10 CVE-2019-20217 
MISC 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

d-link -- dsr-250n_devices 
  

D-Link DSR-250N devices with firmware 1.05B73_WW allow 
Persistent Root Access because of the admin password for the 
admin account. 

2020-01-25 9 CVE-2012-6613 
EXPLOIT-DB 

dolibarr -- dolibarr 
  

The htdocs/index.php?mainmenu=home login page in Dolibarr 
10.0.6 allows an unlimited rate of failed authentication 
attempts. 

2020-01-26 10 CVE-2020-7995 
MISC 
MISC 

exiv2 -- exiv2 
  

In Jp2Image::readMetadata() in jp2image.cpp in Exiv2 0.27.2, 
an input file can result in an infinite loop and hang, with high 
CPU consumption. Remote attackers could leverage this 
vulnerability to cause a denial of service via a crafted file. 

2020-01-27 7.1 CVE-2019-20421 
MISC 
MISC 

fudforum -- 
fudforum_bulletin_board 
  

PHP Code Injection vulnerability in FUDforum Bulletin Board 
Software 3.0.4 could allow remote attackers to execute 
arbitrary code on the system. 

2020-01-27 9 CVE-2013-2267 
BID 
XF 

geocoder -- geocoder 
  

sql.rb in Geocoder before 1.6.1 allows Boolean-based SQL 
injection when within_bounding_box is used in conjunction 
with untrusted sw_lat, sw_lng, ne_lat, or ne_lng data. 

2020-01-25 7.5 CVE-2020-7981 
MISC 
MISC 

gitlab -- 
gitlab_community_and_e
nterprise_edition 
  

Improper authentication exists in < 12.3.2, < 12.2.6, and < 
12.1.12 for GitLab Community Edition (CE) and Enterprise 
Edition (EE) in the GitLab SAML integration had a validation 
issue that permitted an attacker to takeover another user's 
account. 

2020-01-28 7.5 CVE-2019-15585 
MISC 
MISC 

gitlab -- 
gitlab_community_and_e

A flawed DNS rebinding protection issue was discovered in 
GitLab CE/EE 10.2 and later in the `url_blocker.rb` which could 
result in SSRF where the library is utilized. 

2020-01-28 7.5 CVE-2019-5464 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20216&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20216
https://medium.com/@s1kr10s/d-link-dir-859-rce-unauthenticated-cve-2019-20216-cve-2019-20217-en-6bca043500ae
https://medium.com/@s1kr10s/d-link-dir-859-rce-unauthenticated-cve-2019-20216-cve-2019-20217-es-e11ca6168d35
https://supportannouncement.us.dlink.com/announcement/publication.aspx?name=SAP10147
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20217&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20217
https://medium.com/@s1kr10s/d-link-dir-859-rce-unauthenticated-cve-2019-20216-cve-2019-20217-en-6bca043500ae
https://medium.com/@s1kr10s/d-link-dir-859-rce-unauthenticated-cve-2019-20216-cve-2019-20217-es-e11ca6168d35
https://supportannouncement.us.dlink.com/announcement/publication.aspx?name=SAP10147
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2012-6613&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2012-6613
http://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/22930/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7995&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7995
https://github.com/tufangungor/tufangungor.github.io/blob/master/_posts/2020-01-19-dolibarr-10.0.6-brute-force.md
https://tufangungor.github.io/exploit/2020/01/18/dolibarr-10.0.6-brute-force.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20421&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20421
https://github.com/Exiv2/exiv2/commit/a82098f4f90cd86297131b5663c3dec6a34470e8
https://github.com/Exiv2/exiv2/issues/1011
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-2267&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-2267
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/58845
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/83229
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7981&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7981
https://github.com/alexreisner/geocoder/commit/dcdc3d8675411edce3965941a2ca7c441ca48613
https://github.com/alexreisner/geocoder/compare/v1.6.0...v1.6.1
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-15585&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-15585
https://about.gitlab.com/blog/2019/09/30/security-release-gitlab-12-dot-3-dot-2-released/
https://hackerone.com/reports/471323
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-5464&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-5464
https://about.gitlab.com/releases/2019/07/29/security-release-gitlab-12-dot-1-dot-2-released/


High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

nterprise_edition 
  

MISC 
MISC 

git -- git A remote code execution vulnerability exists when Git for 
Visual Studio improperly sanitizes input, aka 'Git for Visual 
Studio Remote Code Execution Vulnerability'. This CVE ID is 
unique from CVE-2019-1349, CVE-2019-1350, CVE-2019-1354, 
CVE-2019-1387. 

2020-01-24 9.3 CVE-2019-1352 
SUSE 
REDHAT 
MISC 
MISC 

git -- git 
  

A remote code execution vulnerability exists when Git for 
Visual Studio improperly sanitizes input, aka 'Git for Visual 
Studio Remote Code Execution Vulnerability'. This CVE ID is 
unique from CVE-2019-1349, CVE-2019-1350, CVE-2019-1352, 
CVE-2019-1387. 

2020-01-24 9.3 CVE-2019-1354 
SUSE 
MISC 
MISC 

git -- git 
  

A remote code execution vulnerability exists when Git for 
Visual Studio improperly sanitizes input, aka 'Git for Visual 
Studio Remote Code Execution Vulnerability'. This CVE ID is 
unique from CVE-2019-1349, CVE-2019-1352, CVE-2019-1354, 
CVE-2019-1387. 

2020-01-24 9.3 CVE-2019-1350 
SUSE 
MISC 
MISC 

git -- git 
  

A remote code execution vulnerability exists when Git for 
Visual Studio improperly sanitizes input, aka 'Git for Visual 
Studio Remote Code Execution Vulnerability'. This CVE ID is 
unique from CVE-2019-1350, CVE-2019-1352, CVE-2019-1354, 
CVE-2019-1387. 

2020-01-24 9.3 CVE-2019-1349 
SUSE 
REDHAT 
MISC 
MISC 

gnu -- gnu_coreutils 
  

Integer overflow in the keycompare_mb function in sort.c in 
sort in GNU Coreutils through 8.23 might allow attackers to 
cause a denial of service (application crash) or possibly have 
unspecified other impact via long strings. 

2020-01-24 7.5 CVE-2015-4042 
MISC 
MISC 

handsomeweb -- 
sos_webpages 
  

backup.php in HandsomeWeb SOS Webpages before 1.1.12 
does not require knowledge of the cleartext password, which 
allows remote attackers to bypass authentication by 
leveraging knowledge of the administrator password hash. 

2020-01-28 7.5 CVE-2014-3445 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

huawei -- 
e587_3g_mobile_hotspot 
  

Command-injection vulnerability in Huawei E587 3G Mobile 
Hotspot 11.203.27 allows remote attackers to execute 
arbitrary shell commands with root privileges due to an error 
in the Web UI. 

2020-01-27 10 CVE-2013-2612 
XF 
BID 

i_read_it_somewhere -- 
i_read_it_somewhere 
  

IRIS citations management tool through 1.3 allows remote 
attackers to execute arbitrary commands. 

2020-01-25 7.5 CVE-2013-1744 
MISC 

https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab-ce/issues/63959
https://hackerone.com/reports/632101
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-1352&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-1352
http://lists.opensuse.org/opensuse-security-announce/2020-01/msg00056.html
https://access.redhat.com/errata/RHSA-2020:0228
https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2019-1352
https://public-inbox.org/git/xmqqr21cqcn9.fsf@gitster-ct.c.googlers.com/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-1354&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-1354
http://lists.opensuse.org/opensuse-security-announce/2020-01/msg00056.html
https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2019-1354
https://public-inbox.org/git/xmqqr21cqcn9.fsf@gitster-ct.c.googlers.com/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-1350&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-1350
http://lists.opensuse.org/opensuse-security-announce/2020-01/msg00056.html
https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2019-1350
https://public-inbox.org/git/xmqqr21cqcn9.fsf@gitster-ct.c.googlers.com/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-1349&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-1349
http://lists.opensuse.org/opensuse-security-announce/2020-01/msg00056.html
https://access.redhat.com/errata/RHSA-2020:0228
https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2019-1349
https://public-inbox.org/git/xmqqr21cqcn9.fsf@gitster-ct.c.googlers.com/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-4042&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-4042
http://openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/05/15/1
https://github.com/pixelb/coreutils/commit/bea5e36cc876ed627bb5e0eca36fdfaa6465e940
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-3445&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-3445
http://packetstormsecurity.com/files/126844/HandsomeWeb-SOS-Webpages-1.1.11-Backup-Hash-Disclosure.html
http://seclists.org/fulldisclosure/2014/May/130
http://sourceforge.net/projects/soswebpages/files/SOS%20Webpages/SOS%20Webpages%201.1.12/
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/67644
https://www.portcullis-security.com/security-research-and-downloads/security-advisories/cve-2014-3445/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-2612&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-2612
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/85782
https://www.securityfocus.com/bid/61167/info
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-1744&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-1744
http://infosecabsurdity.wordpress.com/research/isa-2013-002/


High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

intellian_technologies -- 
aptus 
  

The Intellian Aptus application 1.0.2 for Android has a 
hardcoded password of intellian for the masteruser FTP 
account. 

2020-01-27 10 CVE-2020-8001 
MISC 

intellian_technologies -- 
aptus_web 
  

Intellian Aptus Web 1.24 has a hardcoded password of 
12345678 for the intellian account. 

2020-01-27 10 CVE-2020-8000 
MISC 

intellian_technologies -- 
aptus_web 
  

Intellian Aptus Web 1.24 allows remote attackers to execute 
arbitrary OS commands via the Q field within JSON data to the 
cgi-bin/libagent.cgi URI. NOTE: a valid sid cookie for a login to 
the intellian default account might be needed. 

2020-01-25 10 CVE-2020-7980 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

intellian -- aptus 
  

The Intellian Aptus application 1.0.2 for Android has 
hardcoded values for DOWNLOAD_API_KEY and 
FILE_DOWNLOAD_API_KEY. 

2020-01-27 7.5 CVE-2020-7999 
MISC 

irfanview -- irfanview 
  

IrfanView FlashPix Plugin 4.3.4 0 has an Integer Overflow 
Vulnerability 

2020-01-27 9.3 CVE-2013-3486 
MISC 
MISC 

isof -- isof 
  

All versions including 0.0.4 of lsof npm module are vulnerable 
to Command Injection. Every exported method used by the 
package uses the exec function to parse user input. 

2020-01-29 7.5 CVE-2019-10783 
MISC 

jenkins -- jenkins 
  

Jenkins 2.213 and earlier, LTS 2.204.1 and earlier improperly 
reuses encryption key parameters in the Inbound TCP Agent 
Protocol/3, allowing unauthorized attackers with knowledge 
of agent names to obtain the connection secrets for those 
agents, which can be used to connect to Jenkins, 
impersonating those agents. 

2020-01-29 7.5 CVE-2020-2099 
MLIST 
CONFIRM 

koha -- koha 
  

SQL injection vulnerability in the MARC framework 
import/export function (admin/import_export_framework.pl) 
in Koha before 3.8.23, 3.10.x before 3.10.13, 3.12.x before 
3.12.10, and 3.14.x before 3.14.3 allows remote authenticated 
users to execute arbitrary SQL commands via unspecified 
vectors. NOTE: this can be leveraged by remote attackers 
using CVE-2014-1924. 

2020-01-24 7.5 CVE-2014-1925 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

koha -- koha 
  

The MARC framework import/export function 
(admin/import_export_framework.pl) in Koha before 3.8.23, 
3.10.x before 3.10.13, 3.12.x before 3.12.10, and 3.14.x before 
3.14.3 does not require authentication, which allows remote 
attackers to conduct SQL injection attacks via unspecified 
vectors. 

2020-01-24 7.5 CVE-2014-1924 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8001&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8001
https://sku11army.blogspot.com/2020/01/intellian-multiple-vulnerabilities-in.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8000&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8000
https://sku11army.blogspot.com/2020/01/intellian-multiple-vulnerabilities-in.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7980&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7980
http://packetstormsecurity.com/files/156143/Satellian-1.12-Remote-Code-Execution.html
https://github.com/Xh4H/Satellian-CVE-2020-7980
https://sku11army.blogspot.com/2020/01/intellian-aptus-web-rce-intellian.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7999&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7999
https://sku11army.blogspot.com/2020/01/intellian-multiple-vulnerabilities-in.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-3486&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-3486
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/60232
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/84903
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-10783&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-10783
https://snyk.io/vuln/SNYK-JS-LSOF-543632
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-2099&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-2099
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2020/01/29/1
https://jenkins.io/security/advisory/2020-01-29/#SECURITY-1682
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-1925&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-1925
http://bugs.koha-community.org/bugzilla3/show_bug.cgi?id=11666
http://koha-community.org/security-release-february-2014/
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2014/02/07/10
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2014/02/10/3
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-1924&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-1924
http://bugs.koha-community.org/bugzilla3/show_bug.cgi?id=11666
http://koha-community.org/security-release-february-2014/
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2014/02/07/10
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2014/02/10/3


High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

lexmark -- 
markvision_enterprise 
  

Directory traversal vulnerability in the ReportDownloadServlet 
servlet in Lexmark MarkVision Enterprise before 2.1 allows 
remote attackers to read arbitrary files via unspecified 
vectors. 

2020-01-27 7.8 CVE-2014-8742 
CONFIRM 
MISC 

lexmark -- 
markvision_enterprise 
  

Directory traversal vulnerability in the GfdFileUploadServerlet 
servlet in Lexmark MarkVision Enterprise before 2.1 allows 
remote attackers to write to arbitrary files via unspecified 
vectors. 

2020-01-27 10 CVE-2014-8741 
CONFIRM 
MISC 

lorex_technology -- 
lnc116_and_lnc104_ip_c
ameras 
  

Lorex LNC116 and LNC104 IP Cameras have a Remote 
Authentication Bypass Vulnerability 

2020-01-24 7.5 CVE-2012-6451 
MISC 
MISC 

lustre -- lustre 
  

In the Lustre file system before 2.12.3, the ptlrpc module has 
an out-of-bounds read and panic due to the lack of validation 
for specific fields of packets sent by a client. The 
ldl_request_cancel function mishandles a large lock_count 
parameter. 

2020-01-27 7.8 CVE-2019-20428 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

lustre -- lustre 
  

In the Lustre file system before 2.12.3, the ptlrpc module has a 
buffer overflow and panic due to the lack of validation for 
specific fields of packets sent by a client. The function 
target_handle_connect() mishandles a certain size value when 
a client connects to a server, because of an integer signedness 
error. 

2020-01-27 7.8 CVE-2019-20423 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

lustre -- lustre 
  

In the Lustre file system before 2.12.3, the ptlrpc module has 
an out-of-bounds access and panic due to the lack of 
validation for specific fields of packets sent by a client. In the 
function ldlm_cancel_hpreq_check, there is no lock_count 
bounds check. 

2020-01-27 7.8 CVE-2019-20426 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

lustre -- lustre 
  

In the Lustre file system before 2.12.3, the mdt module has an 
LBUG panic (via a large MDT Body eadatasize field) due to the 
lack of validation for specific fields of packets sent by a client. 

2020-01-27 7.8 CVE-2019-20430 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

lustre -- lustre 
  

In the Lustre file system before 2.12.3, the ptlrpc module has a 
buffer overflow and panic, and possibly remote code 
execution, due to the lack of validation for specific fields of 
packets sent by a client. Interaction between 
req_capsule_get_size and tgt_brw_write leads to a 
tgt_shortio2pages integer signedness error. 

2020-01-27 9 CVE-2019-20427 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

lustre -- lustre 
  

In the Lustre file system before 2.12.3, the ptlrpc module has 
an osd_map_remote_to_local out-of-bounds access and panic 
due to the lack of validation for specific fields of packets sent 

2020-01-27 7.8 CVE-2019-20431 
MISC 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-8742&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-8742
http://support.lexmark.com/index?page=content&id=TE666
http://www.zerodayinitiative.com/advisories/ZDI-14-411/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-8741&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-8741
http://support.lexmark.com/index?page=content&id=TE666
http://www.zerodayinitiative.com/advisories/ZDI-14-410/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2012-6451&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2012-6451
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/57761
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/81870
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20428&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20428
http://lustre.org/
http://wiki.lustre.org/Lustre_2.12.3_Changelog
https://jira.whamcloud.com/browse/LU-12603
https://review.whamcloud.com/#/c/36108/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20423&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20423
http://lustre.org/
http://wiki.lustre.org/Lustre_2.12.3_Changelog
https://jira.whamcloud.com/browse/LU-12605
https://review.whamcloud.com/#/c/35935/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20426&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20426
http://lustre.org/
http://wiki.lustre.org/Lustre_2.12.3_Changelog
https://jira.whamcloud.com/browse/LU-12614
https://review.whamcloud.com/#/c/36107/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20430&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20430
http://lustre.org/
http://wiki.lustre.org/Lustre_2.12.3_Changelog
https://jira.whamcloud.com/browse/LU-12602
https://review.whamcloud.com/#/c/36208/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20427&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20427
http://lustre.org/
http://wiki.lustre.org/Lustre_2.12.3_Changelog
https://jira.whamcloud.com/browse/LU-12600
https://review.whamcloud.com/#/c/35867/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20431&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20431
http://lustre.org/
http://wiki.lustre.org/Lustre_2.12.3_Changelog


High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

by a client. osd_bufs_get in the osd_ldiskfs module does not 
validate a certain length value. 

MISC 
MISC 

lustre -- lustre 
  

In the Lustre file system before 2.12.3, the ptlrpc module has 
an out-of-bounds access and panic due to the lack of 
validation for specific fields of packets sent by a client. In the 
function lustre_msg_string, there is no validation of a certain 
length value derived from lustre_msg_buflen_v2. 

2020-01-27 7.8 CVE-2019-20425 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

lustre -- lustre 
  

In the Lustre file system before 2.12.3, the mdt module has an 
out-of-bounds access and panic due to the lack of validation 
for specific fields of packets sent by a client. 
mdt_file_secctx_unpack does not validate the value of 
name_size derived from req_capsule_get_size. 

2020-01-27 7.8 CVE-2019-20432 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

lustre -- lustre 
  

In the Lustre file system before 2.12.3, the ptlrpc module has 
an out-of-bounds read and panic (via a modified lm_bufcount 
field) due to the lack of validation for specific fields of packets 
sent by a client. This is caused by interaction between 
sptlrpc_svc_unwrap_request and lustre_msg_hdr_size_v2. 

2020-01-27 7.8 CVE-2019-20429 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

lustre -- lustre 
  

In the Lustre file system before 2.12.3, mdt_object_remote in 
the mdt module has a NULL pointer dereference and panic 
due to the lack of validation for specific fields of packets sent 
by a client. 

2020-01-27 7.8 CVE-2019-20424 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

magento -- magento 
  

Magento versions 2.3.3 and earlier, 2.2.10 and earlier, 
1.14.4.3 and earlier, and 1.9.4.3 and earlier have a 
deserialization of untrusted data vulnerability. Successful 
exploitation could lead to arbitrary code execution. 

2020-01-29 10 CVE-2020-3716 
CONFIRM 

magento -- magento 
  

Magento versions 2.3.3 and earlier, 2.2.10 and earlier, 
1.14.4.3 and earlier, and 1.9.4.3 and earlier have a security 
bypass vulnerability. Successful exploitation could lead to 
arbitrary code execution. 

2020-01-29 10 CVE-2020-3718 
CONFIRM 

magento -- magento 
  

Magento versions 2.3.3 and earlier, 2.2.10 and earlier, 
1.14.4.3 and earlier, and 1.9.4.3 and earlier have an sql 
injection vulnerability. Successful exploitation could lead to 
sensitive information disclosure. 

2020-01-29 7.8 CVE-2020-3719 
CONFIRM 

microsoft -- 
visual_studio_code 
  

An elevation of privilege vulnerability exists in Visual Studio 
Code when it exposes a debug listener to users of a local 
computer, aka 'Visual Studio Code Elevation of Privilege 
Vulnerability'. 

2020-01-24 7.2 CVE-2019-1414 
MISC 

netgear -- 
centria_wndr4700_devic

NETGEAR Centria WNDR4700 devices with firmware 1.0.0.34 
allow authentication bypass. 

2020-01-28 7.5 CVE-2013-3071 
BID 

https://jira.whamcloud.com/browse/LU-12612
https://review.whamcloud.com/#/c/36273/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20425&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20425
http://lustre.org/
http://wiki.lustre.org/Lustre_2.12.3_Changelog
https://jira.whamcloud.com/browse/LU-12613
https://review.whamcloud.com/#/c/36209/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20432&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20432
http://lustre.org/
http://wiki.lustre.org/Lustre_2.12.3_Changelog
https://jira.whamcloud.com/browse/LU-12604
https://review.whamcloud.com/#/c/35868/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20429&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20429
http://lustre.org/
http://wiki.lustre.org/Lustre_2.12.3_Changelog
https://jira.whamcloud.com/browse/LU-12590
https://review.whamcloud.com/#/c/36119/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20424&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20424
http://lustre.org/
http://wiki.lustre.org/Lustre_2.12.3_Changelog
https://jira.whamcloud.com/browse/LU-12615
https://review.whamcloud.com/#/c/35869/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3716&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3716
https://helpx.adobe.com/security/products/magento/apsb20-02.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3718&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3718
https://helpx.adobe.com/security/products/magento/apsb20-02.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3719&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3719
https://helpx.adobe.com/security/products/magento/apsb20-02.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-1414&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-1414
https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2019-1414
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-3071&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-3071
https://www.securityfocus.com/bid/59406


High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

es 
  

netgear -- 
centria_wndr4700_devic
es 
  

NetGear WNDR4700 Media Server devices with firmware 
1.0.0.34 allow remote attackers to cause a denial of service 
(device crash). 

2020-01-28 7.8 CVE-2013-3074 
BID 

netgear -- 
wnr1000v3_devices 
  

Netgear WNR1000v3 with firmware before 1.0.2.60 contains 
an Authentication Bypass via the NtgrBak key. 

2020-01-29 10 CVE-2013-3317 
EXPLOIT-DB 

netgear -- 
wnr1000v3_devices 
  

Netgear WNR1000v3 with firmware before 1.0.2.60 contains 
an Authentication Bypass due to the server skipping checks for 
URLs containing a ".jpg". 

2020-01-29 10 CVE-2013-3316 
EXPLOIT-DB 

opensmtpd -- opensmtpd smtp_mailaddr in smtp_session.c in OpenSMTPD 6.6, as used 
in OpenBSD 6.6 and other products, allows remote attackers 
to execute arbitrary commands as root via a crafted SMTP 
session, as demonstrated by shell metacharacters in a MAIL 
FROM field. This affects the "uncommented" default 
configuration. The issue exists because of an incorrect return 
value upon failure of input validation. 

2020-01-29 10 CVE-2020-7247 
MISC 
MISC 
FULLDISC 
MISC 
CONFIRM 
BUGTRAQ 
DEBIAN 
CERT-VN 
CONFIRM 

postgresql -- postgresql 
  

PostgreSQL before 9.0.19, 9.1.x before 9.1.15, 9.2.x before 
9.2.10, 9.3.x before 9.3.6, and 9.4.x before 9.4.1 does not 
properly handle errors while reading a protocol message, 
which allows remote attackers to conduct SQL injection 
attacks via crafted binary data in a parameter and causing an 
error, which triggers the loss of synchronization and part of 
the protocol message to be treated as a new message, as 
demonstrated by causing a timeout or query cancellation. 

2020-01-27 7.5 CVE-2015-0244 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 

red_hat -- 
openshift_origin 
  

The download_from_url function in OpenShift Origin allows 
remote attackers to execute arbitrary commands via shell 
metacharacters in the URL of a request to download a cart. 

2020-01-28 10 CVE-2013-2060 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

ruckus -- 
zoneflex_r500_devices 
  

Ruckus ZoneFlex R500 104.0.0.0.1347 devices allow an 
authenticated attacker to execute arbitrary OS commands via 
the hidden /forms/nslookupHandler form, as demonstrated by 
the nslookuptarget=|cat${IFS} substring. 

2020-01-29 9 CVE-2020-8438 
MISC 

soapbox -- soapbox 
  

Soapbox through 0.3.1: Sandbox bypass - runs a second 
instance of Soapbox within a sandboxed Soapbox. 

2020-01-24 7.2 CVE-2012-6302 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-3074&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-3074
https://www.securityfocus.com/bid/59303
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-3317&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-3317
http://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/24916/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-3316&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-3316
http://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/24916/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7247&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7247
http://packetstormsecurity.com/files/156137/OpenBSD-OpenSMTPD-Privilege-Escalation-Code-Execution.html
http://packetstormsecurity.com/files/156145/OpenSMTPD-6.6.2-Remote-Code-Execution.html
http://seclists.org/fulldisclosure/2020/Jan/49
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2020/01/28/3
https://github.com/openbsd/src/commit/9dcfda045474d8903224d175907bfc29761dcb45
https://seclists.org/bugtraq/2020/Jan/51
https://www.debian.org/security/2020/dsa-4611
https://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/390745
https://www.openbsd.org/security.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-0244&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-0244
http://www.debian.org/security/2015/dsa-3155
http://www.postgresql.org/about/news/1569/
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.4/static/release-9-4-1.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-0-19.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-1-15.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-2-10.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-3-6.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-2060&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-2060
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2013/05/07/1
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/59687
https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=960363
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/84075
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8438&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8438
https://sku11army.blogspot.com/2020/01/ruckus-rce-ruckus-m500-via-injection-on.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2012-6302&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2012-6302
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2012/12/10/1


High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

suse -- 
linux_enterprise_server_
11 
  

A symlink following vulnerability in the packaging of mailman 
in SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11, SUSE Linux Enterprise 
Server 12; openSUSE Leap 15.1 allowed local attackers to 
escalate their privileges from user wwwrun to root. 
Additionally arbitrary files could be changed to group 
mailman. This issue affects: SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 
mailman versions prior to 2.1.15-9.6.15.1. SUSE Linux 
Enterprise Server 12 mailman versions prior to 2.1.17-3.11.1. 
openSUSE Leap 15.1 mailman version 2.1.29-lp151.2.14 and 
prior versions. 

2020-01-24 7.2 CVE-2019-3693 
SUSE 
CONFIRM 

suse -- 
linux_enterprise_server_
11 
  

The packaging of inn on SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11; 
openSUSE Factory, Leap 15.1 allows local attackers to escalate 
from user inn to root via symlink attacks. This issue affects: 
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 inn version 2.4.2-170.21.3.1 
and prior versions. openSUSE Factory inn version 2.6.2-2.2 and 
prior versions. openSUSE Leap 15.1 inn version 2.5.4-
lp151.2.47 and prior versions. 

2020-01-24 7.2 CVE-2019-3692 
CONFIRM 

suse -- 
opensuse_factory_and_le
ap 
  

A Symbolic Link (Symlink) Following vulnerability in the 
packaging of munin in openSUSE Factory, Leap 15.1 allows 
local attackers to escalate from user munin to root. This issue 
affects: openSUSE Factory munin version 2.0.49-4.2 and prior 
versions. openSUSE Leap 15.1 munin version 2.0.40-lp151.1.1 
and prior versions. 

2020-01-24 7.2 CVE-2019-3694 
CONFIRM 

suse -- opensuse_leap 
  

UNIX Symbolic Link (Symlink) Following vulnerability in the 
packaging of gnump3d in openSUSE Leap 15.1 allows local 
attackers to escalate from user gnump3d to root. This issue 
affects: openSUSE Leap 15.1 gnump3d version 3.0-lp151.2.1 
and prior versions. 

2020-01-24 7.2 CVE-2019-3697 
CONFIRM 

synacor -- 
zimbra_collaboration 
  

Synacor Zimbra Collaboration before 8.0.9 allows plaintext 
command injection during STARTTLS. 

2020-01-27 7.5 CVE-2014-8563 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 

tp-link -- 
multiple_ip_cameras 
  

A Command Injection vulnerability exists in the ap parameter 
to the /cgi-bin/mft/wireless_mft.cgi file in TP-Link IP Cameras 
TL-SC 3130, TL-SC 3130G, 3171G. and 4171G 1.6.18P12s, 
which could let a malicious user execute arbitrary code. 

2020-01-29 10 CVE-2013-2573 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

vivotek -- 
pt7135_ip_cameras 
  

A Buffer Overflow vulnerability exists in Vivotek PT7135 IP 
Camera 0300a and 0400a via a specially crafted packet in the 
Authorization header field sent to the RTSP service, which 
could let a remote malicious user execute arbitrary code or 
cause a Denial of Service. 

2020-01-24 7.5 CVE-2013-1595 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-3693&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-3693
http://lists.opensuse.org/opensuse-security-announce/2020-01/msg00059.html
https://bugzilla.suse.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1154328
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-3692&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-3692
https://bugzilla.suse.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1154302
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-3694&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-3694
https://bugzilla.suse.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1155078
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-3697&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-3697
https://bugzilla.suse.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1154229
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-8563&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-8563
https://bugzilla.zimbra.com/show_bug.cgi?id=96105
https://wiki.zimbra.com/wiki/Zimbra_Security_Advisories
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-2573&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-2573
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/60195
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/84574
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/cve/CVE-2013-2573
https://vuldb.com/?id.8912
https://www.coresecurity.com/advisories/tp-link-IP-cameras-multiple-vulnerabilities
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-1595&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-1595
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/59573
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/83944
https://github.com/offensive-security/exploitdb/blob/master/exploits/hardware/webapps/25139.txt
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/cve/CVE-2013-1595
https://www.coresecurity.com/advisories/vivotek-ip-cameras-multiple-vulnerabilities


High Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

vivotek -- 
pt7135_ip_cameras 
  

A Command Injection vulnerability exists in Vivotek PT7135 IP 
Cameras 0300a and 0400a via the system.ntp parameter to 
the farseer.out binary file, which cold let a malicious user 
execute arbitrary code. 

2020-01-24 9 CVE-2013-1598 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

vtiger -- vtiger_crm 
  

vtiger CRM 5.4.0 and earlier contain an Authentication Bypass 
Vulnerability due to improper authentication validation in the 
validateSession function. 

2020-01-29 7.5 CVE-2013-3215 
BID 
XF 

vtiger -- vtiger_crm 
  

vtiger CRM 5.4.0 and earlier contain a PHP Code Injection 
Vulnerability in 'vtigerolservice.php'. 

2020-01-28 7.5 CVE-2013-3214 
EXPLOIT-DB 
BID 
XF 

webcalendar_project -- 
webcalendar 
  

install/index.php in WebCalendar before 1.2.5 allows remote 
attackers to execute arbitrary code via the 
form_single_user_login parameter. 

2020-01-27 7.5 CVE-2012-1495 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

xnview -- xnview 
  

XnView 2.03 has an integer overflow vulnerability 2020-01-27 7.5 CVE-2013-3493 
MISC 

xnview -- xnview 
  

XnView 2.03 has a stack-based buffer overflow vulnerability 2020-01-27 7.5 CVE-2013-3492 
MISC 

zavio -- zavio_ip_cameras 
  

A Command Injection vulnerability exists in Zavio IP Cameras 
through 1.6.3 via the ap parameter to /cgi-
bin/mft/wireless_mft.cgi, which could let a remote malicious 
user execute arbitrary code. 

2020-01-29 10 CVE-2013-2568 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

zavio -- zavio_ip_cameras 
  

A Command Injection vulnerability exists in Zavio IP Cameras 
through 1.6.3 in the General.Time.NTP.Server parameter to 
the sub_C8C8 function of the binary /opt/cgi/view/param, 
which could let a remove malicious user execute arbitrary 
code. 

2020-01-29 7.5 CVE-2013-2570 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-1598&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-1598
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/59575
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/83946
https://github.com/offensive-security/exploitdb/blob/master/exploits/hardware/webapps/25139.txt
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/cve/CVE-2013-1598
https://www.coresecurity.com/advisories/vivotek-ip-cameras-multiple-vulnerabilities
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-3215&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-3215
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/61559
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/86163
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-3214&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-3214
http://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/30787
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/61558
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/86164
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2012-1495&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2012-1495
http://sourceforge.net/projects/webcalendar/files/webcalendar%201.2/1.2.5/
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/112323/WebCalendar-1.2.4-Pre-Auth-Remote-Code-Injection.html
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/112332/WebCalendar-1.2.4-Remote-Code-Execution.html
https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/18775
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-3493&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-3493
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/61505
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-3492&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-3492
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/61503
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-2568&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:C/I:C/A:C
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-2568
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/60190
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/84569
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/cve/CVE-2013-2568/page1/
https://vulmon.com/vulnerabilitydetails?qid=CVE-2013-2568
https://www.coresecurity.com/advisories/zavio-ip-cameras-multiple-vulnerabilities
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-2570&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-2570
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/60188
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/84567
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/cve/CVE-2013-2570
https://www.coresecurity.com/advisories/zavio-ip-cameras-multiple-vulnerabilities


Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

3s-smart_software_solutions -- 
codesys_control_and_gateway
_and_hmi 
  

CODESYS Control V3, Gateway V3, and HMI V3 before 
3.5.15.30 allow uncontrolled memory allocation which can 
result in a remote denial of service condition. 

2020-01-24 4 CVE-2020-7052 
CONFIRM 
MISC 

adive -- adive 
  

Adive Framework 2.0.8 has admin/config CSRF to change 
the Administrator password. 

2020-01-26 6.8 CVE-2020-7991 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

adive -- adive_framework 
  

Adive Framework 2.0.8 has admin/user/add userName 
XSS. 

2020-01-26 4.3 CVE-2020-7990 
MISC 
MISC 

adive -- adive_framework 
  

Adive Framework 2.0.8 has admin/user/add 
userUsername XSS. 

2020-01-26 4.3 CVE-2020-7989 
MISC 
MISC 

amazon -- aws_xms 
  

Directory traversal vulnerability in AWS XMS 2.5 allows 
remote attackers to view arbitrary files via the 'what' 
parameter. 

2020-01-27 5 CVE-2013-2474 
EXPLOIT-DB 
BID 
XF 

amd -- atidxx64.dll_driver An exploitable type confusion vulnerability exists in AMD 
ATIDXX64.DLL driver, versions 26.20.13031.10003, 
26.20.13031.15006 and 26.20.13031.18002. A specially 
crafted pixel shader can cause a type confusion issue, 
leading to potential code execution. An attacker can 
provide a specially crafted shader file to trigger this 
vulnerability. This vulnerability can be triggered from 
VMware guest, affecting VMware host. 

2020-01-25 6.8 CVE-2019-5183 
MISC 

apache -- nifi 
  

An information disclosure vulnerability was found in 
Apache NiFi 1.10.0. The sensitive parameter parser would 
log parsed values for debugging purposes. This would 
expose literal values entered in a sensitive property when 
no parameter was present. 

2020-01-28 5 CVE-2020-1928 
CONFIRM 

apache -- nifi 
  

A XSS vulnerability was found in Apache NiFi 1.0.0 to 
1.10.0. Malicious scripts could be injected to the UI 
through action by an unaware authenticated user in 
Firefox. Did not appear to occur in other browsers. 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2020-1933 
CONFIRM 

apache -- superset 
  

An information disclosure issue was found in Apache 
Superset 0.34.0, 0.34.1, 0.35.0, and 0.35.1. Authenticated 
Apache Superset users are able to retrieve other users' 
information, including hashed passwords, by accessing an 
unused and undocumented API endpoint on Apache 
Superset. 

2020-01-28 4 CVE-2020-1932 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7052&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7052
https://customers.codesys.com/index.php?eID=dumpFile&t=f&f=12977&token=33f948eed0c2fd69d238d9515779be337ef7592d&download=
https://www.tenable.com/security/research/tra-2020-04
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7991&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7991
http://packetstormsecurity.com/files/156106/Adive-Framework-2.0.8-Cross-Site-Request-Forgery.html
https://github.com/ferdinandmartin/adive-php7/blob/master/README.md
https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/47946
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7990&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7990
https://github.com/ferdinandmartin/adive-php7/blob/master/README.md
https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/47946
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7989&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7989
https://github.com/ferdinandmartin/adive-php7/blob/master/README.md
https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/47946
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-2474&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-2474
http://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/24906
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/58753
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/83062
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-5183&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-5183
https://talosintelligence.com/vulnerability_reports/TALOS-2019-0964
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-1928&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-1928
https://nifi.apache.org/security.html#CVE-2020-1928
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-1933&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-1933
https://nifi.apache.org/security.html#CVE-2020-1933
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-1932&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-1932
https://lists.apache.org/thread.html/r4e5323c3bc786005495311a6ff53ac6d990b2c7eb52941a1a13ce227%40%3Cdev.superset.apache.org%3E
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asus -- wrt-ac66u_3_rt_devices 
  

ASUS WRT-AC66U 3 RT 3.0.0.4.372_67 devices allow XSS 
via the Client Name field to the Parental Control feature. 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2020-7997 
MISC 

bearftp -- bearftp 
  

BearFTP before 0.2.0 allows remote attackers to achieve 
denial of service via a large volume of connections to the 
PASV mode port. 

2020-01-29 5 CVE-2020-8416 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
MISC 

big_switch_networks -- 
big_monitoring_fabric 
  

An issue was discovered in Big Switch Big Monitoring 
Fabric 6.2 through 6.2.4, 6.3 through 6.3.9, 7.0 through 
7.0.3, and 7.1 through 7.1.3; Big Cloud Fabric 4.5 through 
4.5.5, 4.7 through 4.7.7, 5.0 through 5.0.1, and 5.1 
through 5.1.4; and Multi-Cloud Director through 1.1.0. An 
unauthenticated attacker may inject stored arbitrary 
JavaScript (XSS), and execute it in the content of 
authenticated administrators. 

2020-01-24 4.3 CVE-2019-19632 
MISC 
MISC 

bitdefender -- 
epsecurityservice.exe 
  

An Untrusted Search Path vulnerability in 
EPSecurityService.exe as used in Bitdefender Endpoint 
Security Tools versions prior to 6.6.11.163 allows an 
attacker to load an arbitrary DLL file from the search path. 
This issue affects: Bitdefender EPSecurityService.exe 
versions prior to 6.6.11.163. 

2020-01-27 4.4 CVE-2019-17099 
CONFIRM 

bytemark -- symbiosis 
  

Bytemark Symbiosis allows remote attackers to cause a 
denial of service via a crafted username, which triggers the 
firewall to blacklist the IP. 

2020-01-27 5 CVE-2014-3979 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

chamilo -- chamilo 
  

Chamilo 1.9.4 has XSS due to improper validation of user-
supplied input by the chat.php script. 

2020-01-30 4.3 CVE-2013-0739 
MISC 
MISC 

chamilo -- chamilo 
  

Chamilo 1.9.4 has Multiple XSS and HTML Injection 
Vulnerabilities: blog.php and announcements.php. 

2020-01-30 4.3 CVE-2013-0738 
MISC 
MISC 

cisco -- 
application_policy_infrastructu
re_controller 
  

A vulnerability in the out of band (OOB) management 
interface IP table rule programming for Cisco Application 
Policy Infrastructure Controller (APIC) could allow an 
unauthenticated, remote attacker to bypass configured 
deny entries for specific IP ports. These IP ports would be 
permitted to the OOB management interface when, in 
fact, the packets should be dropped. The vulnerability is 
due to the configuration of specific IP table entries for 
which there is a programming logic error that results in 
the IP port being permitted. An attacker could exploit this 
vulnerability by sending traffic to the OOB management 
interface on the targeted device. A successful exploit could 
allow the attacker to bypass configured IP table rules to 

2020-01-26 5 CVE-2020-3139 
CISCO 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7997&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7997
https://gist.github.com/adeshkolte/983bcadd82cc1fd60333098eb646ef68
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8416&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8416
https://github.com/kolya5544/BearFTP/blob/0.2.0/CHANGELOG.txt
https://github.com/kolya5544/BearFTP/commit/9965337f9d4c0325e4aab324dcd485e4cbb7b428
https://github.com/kolya5544/BearFTP/releases/tag/0.2.0
https://pastebin.com/wqNWnCuN
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-19632&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-19632
https://know.bishopfox.com/advisories
https://know.bishopfox.com/advisories/big-monitoring-fabric
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-17099&vector=AV:L/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-17099
https://www.bitdefender.com/support/security-advisories/untrusted-search-path-vulnerability-epsecurityservice-exe-va-3500/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-3979&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-3979
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2014/06/06/10
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2014/06/11/2
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/67948
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-0739&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-0739
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/58735
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/83105
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-0738&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-0738
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/58735
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/83104
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3139&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3139
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-iptable-bypass-GxW88XjL
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drop specific IP port traffic. The attacker has no control 
over the configuration of the device itself. This 
vulnerability affects Cisco APIC releases prior to the first 
fixed software Release 4.2(3j). 

cisco -- 
asyncos_software_for_cisco_e
mail_security_appliance 
  

A vulnerability in the zip decompression engine of Cisco 
AsyncOS Software for Cisco Email Security Appliance (ESA) 
could allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker to cause 
a denial of service (DoS) condition on an affected device. 
The vulnerability is due to improper validation of zip files. 
An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by sending an 
email message with a crafted zip-compressed attachment. 
A successful exploit could trigger a restart of the content-
scanning process, causing a temporary DoS condition. This 
vulnerability affects Cisco AsyncOS Software for Cisco ESA 
releases earlier than 13.0. 

2020-01-26 6.4 CVE-2020-3134 
CISCO 

cisco -- 
crosswork_change_automation 
  

A vulnerability in the web-based management interface of 
Cisco Crosswork Change Automation could allow an 
unauthenticated, remote attacker to conduct a cross-site 
scripting (XSS) attack against a user of the web-based 
management interface of an affected system. The 
vulnerability is due to insufficient validation of user-
supplied input by the web-based management interface of 
an affected system. An attacker could exploit this 
vulnerability by persuading a user to click a crafted link. A 
successful exploit could allow the attacker to execute 
arbitrary script code in the context of the affected 
interface or access sensitive, browser-based information. 

2020-01-26 4.3 CVE-2019-16024 
CISCO 

cisco -- 
data_center_analytics_framew
ork 
  

A vulnerability in the web-based management interface of 
the Cisco Data Center Analytics Framework application 
could allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker to 
conduct a reflected cross-site scripting (XSS) attack against 
a user of the interface of an affected system. The 
vulnerability is due to insufficient validation of user-
supplied input by the web-based management interface of 
the affected software. An attacker could exploit this 
vulnerability by persuading a user of the interface to click 
a malicious link. A successful exploit could allow the 
attacker to execute arbitrary script code in the context of 
the interface or allow the attacker to access sensitive, 
browser-based information on the affected system. 

2020-01-26 4.3 CVE-2019-16015 
CISCO 

cisco -- finesse 
  

A vulnerability in the web-based management interface of 
Cisco Finesse could allow an unauthenticated, remote 
attacker to bypass authorization and access sensitive 
information related to the device. The vulnerability exists 
because the software fails to sanitize URLs before it 
handles requests. An attacker could exploit this 
vulnerability by submitting a crafted URL. A successful 
exploit could allow the attacker to gain unauthorized 
access to sensitive information. 

2020-01-26 4.3 CVE-2019-15278 
CISCO 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3134&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3134
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-esa-dos-87mBkc8n
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-16024&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-16024
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200108-cnca-xss
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-16015&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-16015
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200108-dcaf-xss
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-15278&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-15278
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200108-finesse-xss
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cisco -- 
identity_services_engine 
  

A vulnerability in the web-based management interface of 
Cisco Identity Services Engine (ISE) could allow an 
authenticated, remote attacker to bypass authorization 
and access sensitive information related to the device. The 
vulnerability exists because the software fails to sanitize 
URLs before it handles requests. An attacker could exploit 
this vulnerability by submitting a crafted URL. A successful 
exploit could allow the attacker to gain unauthorized 
access to sensitive information. 

2020-01-26 4 CVE-2019-15255 
CISCO 

cisco -- ios_xr_software 
  

Multiple vulnerabilities in the implementation of Border 
Gateway Protocol (BGP) Ethernet VPN (EVPN) functionality 
in Cisco IOS XR Software could allow an unauthenticated, 
remote attacker to cause a denial of service (DoS) 
condition. The vulnerabilities are due to incorrect 
processing of BGP update messages that contain crafted 
EVPN attributes. An attacker could exploit these 
vulnerabilities by sending BGP EVPN update messages 
with malformed attributes to be processed by an affected 
system. A successful exploit could allow the attacker to 
cause the BGP process to restart unexpectedly, resulting in 
a DoS condition. The Cisco implementation of BGP accepts 
incoming BGP traffic only from explicitly defined peers. To 
exploit these vulnerabilities, the malicious BGP update 
message would need to come from a configured, valid BGP 
peer, or would need to be injected by the attacker into the 
victim's BGP network on an existing, valid TCP connection 
to a BGP peer. 

2020-01-26 5 CVE-2019-16022 
CISCO 

cisco -- ios_xr_software 
  

A vulnerability in the implementation of the Border 
Gateway Protocol (BGP) functionality in Cisco IOS XR 
Software could allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker 
to cause a denial of service (DoS) condition. The 
vulnerability is due to incorrect processing of a BGP 
update message that contains a specific BGP attribute. An 
attacker could exploit this vulnerability by sending BGP 
update messages that include a specific, malformed 
attribute to be processed by an affected system. A 
successful exploit could allow the attacker to cause the 
BGP process to restart unexpectedly, resulting in a DoS 
condition. The Cisco implementation of BGP accepts 
incoming BGP traffic only from explicitly defined peers. To 
exploit this vulnerability, the malicious BGP update 
message would need to come from a configured, valid BGP 
peer or would need to be injected by the attacker into the 
victim&rsquo;s BGP network on an existing, valid TCP 
connection to a BGP peer. 

2020-01-26 5 CVE-2019-15989 
CISCO 

cisco -- ios_xr_software 
  

Multiple vulnerabilities in the implementation of Border 
Gateway Protocol (BGP) Ethernet VPN (EVPN) functionality 
in Cisco IOS XR Software could allow an unauthenticated, 
remote attacker to cause a denial of service (DoS) 
condition. The vulnerabilities are due to incorrect 
processing of BGP update messages that contain crafted 
EVPN attributes. An attacker could exploit these 
vulnerabilities by sending BGP EVPN update messages 

2020-01-26 5 CVE-2019-16020 
CISCO 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-15255&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-15255
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200108-ise-auth-bypass
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-16022&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-16022
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200122-ios-xr-evpn
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-15989&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-15989
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200122-ios-xr-bgp-dos
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-16020&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-16020
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200122-ios-xr-evpn
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with malformed attributes to be processed by an affected 
system. A successful exploit could allow the attacker to 
cause the BGP process to restart unexpectedly, resulting in 
a DoS condition. The Cisco implementation of BGP accepts 
incoming BGP traffic only from explicitly defined peers. To 
exploit these vulnerabilities, the malicious BGP update 
message would need to come from a configured, valid BGP 
peer, or would need to be injected by the attacker into the 
victim's BGP network on an existing, valid TCP connection 
to a BGP peer. 

cisco -- ios_xr_software 
  

A vulnerability in the implementation of the Intermediate 
System&ndash;to&ndash;Intermediate System 
(IS&ndash;IS) routing protocol functionality in Cisco IOS XR 
Software could allow an authenticated, remote attacker to 
cause a denial of service (DoS) condition in the 
IS&ndash;IS process. The vulnerability is due to improper 
handling of a Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP) request for specific Object Identifiers (OIDs) by the 
IS&ndash;IS process. An attacker could exploit this 
vulnerability by sending a crafted SNMP request to the 
affected device. A successful exploit could allow the 
attacker to cause a DoS condition in the IS&ndash;IS 
process. 

2020-01-26 4 CVE-2019-16027 
CISCO 

cisco -- jabber_guest 
  

A vulnerability in the web-based management interface of 
Cisco Jabber Guest could allow an unauthenticated, 
remote attacker to conduct a cross-site scripting (XSS) 
attack against a user of the web-based management 
interface of an affected device. The vulnerability exists 
because the web-based management interface of the 
affected device does not properly validate user-supplied 
input. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by 
persuading a user to click a malicious link. A successful 
exploit could allow the attacker to execute arbitrary script 
code in the context of the affected interface or to access 
sensitive, browser-based information. This vulnerability 
affects Cisco Jabber Guest releases 11.1(2) and earlier. 

2020-01-26 4.3 CVE-2020-3136 
CISCO 

cisco -- 
mobility_management_entity 
  

A vulnerability in the implementation of the Stream 
Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) on Cisco Mobility 
Management Entity (MME) could allow an 
unauthenticated, remote attacker to cause a denial of 
service (DoS) condition on an eNodeB that is connected to 
an affected device. The vulnerability is due to insufficient 
input validation of SCTP traffic. An attacker could exploit 
this vulnerability by leveraging a man-in-the-middle 
position between the eNodeB and the MME and then 
sending a crafted SCTP message to the MME. A successful 
exploit would cause the MME to stop sending SCTP 
messages to the eNodeB, triggering a DoS condition. 

2020-01-26 4.3 CVE-2019-16026 
CISCO 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-16027&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-16027
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200122-ios-xr-dos
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3136&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3136
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-jabber-guest-xss-6urXhkqv
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-16026&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-16026
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200108-mme-dos
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cisco -- sd-
wan_solution_vmanage 
  

A vulnerability in the web interface for Cisco SD-WAN 
Solution vManage could allow an authenticated, remote 
attacker to impact the integrity of an affected system by 
executing arbitrary SQL queries. The vulnerability is due to 
insufficient validation of user-supplied input. An attacker 
could exploit this vulnerability by sending crafted input 
that includes SQL statements to an affected system. A 
successful exploit could allow the attacker to modify 
entries in some database tables, affecting the integrity of 
the data. 

2020-01-26 4 CVE-2019-12619 
CISCO 

cisco -- 
small_business_smart_and_ma
naged_switches 
  

A vulnerability in the web-based management interface of 
Cisco Small Business Smart and Managed Switches could 
allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker to conduct a 
cross-site scripting (XSS) attack against a user of the 
interface. The vulnerability is due to insufficient validation 
of user-supplied input by the web-based management 
interface of the affected device. An attacker could exploit 
this vulnerability by persuading a user of the interface to 
click a malicious link and access a specific page. A 
successful exploit could allow the attacker to execute 
arbitrary script code in the context of the affected 
interface or access sensitive, browser-based information. 

2020-01-26 4.3 CVE-2020-3121 
CISCO 

cisco -- 
smart_software_manager_on-
prem 
  

A vulnerability in the application programming interface 
(API) of Cisco Smart Software Manager On-Prem could 
allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker to change user 
account information which can prevent users from logging 
in, resulting in a denial of service (DoS) condition of the 
web interface. The vulnerability is due to the lack of input 
validation in the API. An attacker could exploit this 
vulnerability by sending a crafted HTTP request to an 
affected device. An exploit could allow the attacker to 
change or corrupt user account information which could 
grant the attacker administrator access or prevent 
legitimate user access to the web interface, resulting in a 
denial of service (DoS) condition. 

2020-01-26 6.4 CVE-2019-16029 
CISCO 

cisco -- ucs_director 
  

A vulnerability in the web-based management interface of 
Cisco UCS Director could allow an unauthenticated, 
remote attacker to download system log files from an 
affected device. The vulnerability is due to an issue in the 
authentication logic of the web-based management 
interface. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by 
sending a crafted request to the web interface. A 
successful exploit could allow the attacker to download 
log files if they were previously generated by an 
administrator. 

2020-01-26 5 CVE-2019-16003 
CISCO 

cisco -- 
webex_meetings_suite_and_o
nline 
  

A vulnerability in Cisco Webex Meetings Suite sites and 
Cisco Webex Meetings Online sites could allow an 
unauthenticated, remote attendee to join a password-
protected meeting without providing the meeting 
password. The connection attempt must initiate from a 

2020-01-26 5 CVE-2020-3142 
CISCO 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-12619&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-12619
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200122-sdwan-sqlinj
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3121&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3121
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200122-sbsms-xss
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-16029&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-16029
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200122-on-prem-dos
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-16003&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-16003
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200108-ucs-dir-infodis
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3142&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3142
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200124-webex-unauthjoin


Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

Webex mobile application for either iOS or Android. The 
vulnerability is due to unintended meeting information 
exposure in a specific meeting join flow for mobile 
applications. An unauthorized attendee could exploit this 
vulnerability by accessing a known meeting ID or meeting 
URL from the mobile device&rsquo;s web browser. The 
browser will then request to launch the device&rsquo;s 
Webex mobile application. A successful exploit could allow 
the unauthorized attendee to join the password-protected 
meeting. The unauthorized attendee will be visible in the 
attendee list of the meeting as a mobile attendee. Cisco 
has applied updates that address this vulnerability and no 
user action is required. This vulnerability affects Cisco 
Webex Meetings Suite sites and Cisco Webex Meetings 
Online sites releases earlier than 39.11.5 and 40.1.3. 

cisco -- webex_teams 
  

A vulnerability in the Cisco Webex Teams client for 
Windows could allow an authenticated, remote attacker 
to cause the client to crash, resulting in a denial of service 
(DoS) condition. The attacker needs a valid developer 
account to exploit this vulnerability. The vulnerability is 
due to insufficient input validation when processing 
received adaptive cards. The attacker could exploit this 
vulnerability by sending an adaptive card with malicious 
content to an existing user of the Cisco Webex Teams 
client for Windows. A successful exploit could allow the 
attacker to cause the targeted user's client to crash 
continuously. This vulnerability was introduced in Cisco 
Webex Teams client for Windows Release 3.0.13131. 

2020-01-26 4 CVE-2020-3131 
CISCO 

codecov -- codecov 
  

Codecov npm module before 3.6.2 allows remote 
attackers to execute arbitrary commands via the "gcov-
args" argument. 

2020-01-25 6.5 CVE-2020-7596 
MISC 

contao -- contao 
  

contao prior to 2.11.4 has a sql injection vulnerability 2020-01-29 6.5 CVE-2012-4383 
MISC 

core_security -- 
vivotek_pt7135_ip_camera 
  

An Authentication Bypass Vulnerability exists in Vivotek 
PT7135 IP Camera 0300a and 0400a via specially crafted 
RTSP packets to TCP port 554. 

2020-01-24 5 CVE-2013-1596 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

core_security -- 
vivotek_pt7135_ip_camera 
  

An Information Disclosure vulnerability exists via a GET 
request in Vivotek PT7135 IP Camera 0300a and 0400a 
due to wireless keys and 3rd party credentials stored in 
clear text. 

2020-01-24 5 CVE-2013-1594 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3131&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3131
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-webex-cards-dos-FWzNcXPq
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7596&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7596
https://snyk.io/vuln/SNYK-JS-CODECOV-543183
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2012-4383&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2012-4383
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2012/08/31/14
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-1596&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-1596
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/59574
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/83945
https://github.com/offensive-security/exploitdb/blob/master/exploits/hardware/webapps/25139.txt
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/cve/CVE-2013-1596
https://www.coresecurity.com/advisories/vivotek-ip-cameras-multiple-vulnerabilities
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-1594&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-1594
http://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/25139
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/59572
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/83943
https://github.com/offensive-security/exploitdb/blob/master/exploits/hardware/webapps/25139.txt
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/cve/CVE-2013-1594
https://www.coresecurity.com/advisories/vivotek-ip-cameras-multiple-vulnerabilities


Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

cpanel -- webhost_manager 
  

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) in cPanel WebHost Manager 
(WHM) 11.34.0 allows remote attackers to inject arbitrary 
web script or HTML via unspecified vectors. 

2020-01-27 4.3 CVE-2012-6448 
EXPLOIT-DB 

dolibarr -- dolibarr 
  

Multiple cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities in Dolibarr 
10.0.6 allow remote attackers to inject arbitrary web script 
or HTML via the (1) label[libelle] parameter to the 
/htdocs/admin/dict.php?id=3 page; the (2) 
name[constname] parameter to the 
/htdocs/admin/const.php?mainmenu=home page; the (3) 
note[note] parameter to the 
/htdocs/admin/dict.php?id=10 page; the (4) 
zip[MAIN_INFO_SOCIETE_ZIP] or email[mail] parameter to 
the /htdocs/admin/company.php page; the (5) 
url[defaulturl], field[defaultkey], or value[defaultvalue] 
parameter to the /htdocs/admin/defaultvalues.php page; 
the (6) key[transkey] or key[transvalue] parameter to the 
/htdocs/admin/translation.php page; or the (7) 
[main_motd] or [main_home] parameter to the 
/htdocs/admin/ihm.php page. 

2020-01-26 4.3 CVE-2020-7994 
MISC 
MISC 

dolibarr -- dolibarr 
  

htdocs/user/passwordforgotten.php in Dolibarr 10.0.6 
allows XSS via the Referer HTTP header. 

2020-01-26 4.3 CVE-2020-7996 
MISC 
MISC 

eucalyptus -- 
eucalyptus_management_cont
rol 
  

Cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in Eucalyptus 
Management Console (EMC) 4.0.x before 4.0.1 allows 
remote attackers to inject arbitrary web script or HTML via 
unspecified vectors. 

2020-01-27 4.3 CVE-2013-4770 
MISC 

f-revocrm -- f-revocrm 
  

Cross-site scripting vulnerability in F-RevoCRM 6.0 to F-
RevoCRM 6.5 patch6 (version 6 series) allows remote 
attackers to inject arbitrary web script or HTML via 
unspecified vectors. 

2020-01-27 4.3 CVE-2019-6036 
MISC 
MISC 

fuji_xerox -- netprint 
  

The netprint App for iOS 3.2.3 and earlier does not verify 
X.509 certificates from servers, which allows man-in-the-
middle attackers to spoof servers and obtain sensitive 
information via a crafted certificate. 

2020-01-27 5.8 CVE-2020-5520 
MISC 
MISC 

fuji_xerox -- kantan_netprint 
  

The kantan netprint App for Android 2.0.3 and earlier does 
not verify X.509 certificates from servers, which allows 
man-in-the-middle attackers to spoof servers and obtain 
sensitive information via a crafted certificate. 

2020-01-27 5.8 CVE-2020-5522 
MISC 
MISC 

fuji_xerox -- kantan_netprint 
  

The kantan netprint App for iOS 2.0.2 and earlier does not 
verify X.509 certificates from servers, which allows man-
in-the-middle attackers to spoof servers and obtain 
sensitive information via a crafted certificate. 

2020-01-27 5.8 CVE-2020-5521 
MISC 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2012-6448&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2012-6448
https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/38153
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7994&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7994
https://github.com/tufangungor/tufangungor.github.io/blob/master/0days.md
https://tufangungor.github.io/0days
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7996&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7996
https://github.com/tufangungor/tufangungor.github.io/blob/master/_posts/2020-01-19-dolibarr-10.0.6-xss-in-http-header.md
https://tufangungor.github.io/exploit/2020/01/18/dolibarr-10.0.6-xss-in-http-header.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-4770&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-4770
https://groups.google.com/a/eucalyptus.com/d/msg/security-announce/tFcxwess0TE/Br0sQW1mJBMJ
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-6036&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-6036
http://jvn.jp/en/jp/JVN97325754/index.html
https://f-revocrm.jp/2019/12/9393
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-5520&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-5520
http://jvn.jp/en/jp/JVN66435380/index.html
https://www.printing.ne.jp/support/information/AppVulnerability.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-5522&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-5522
http://jvn.jp/en/jp/JVN66435380/index.html
https://www.printing.ne.jp/support/information/AppVulnerability.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-5521&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-5521
http://jvn.jp/en/jp/JVN66435380/index.html
https://www.printing.ne.jp/support/information/AppVulnerability.html


Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

gitlab -- gitlab 
  

An authorization issue was discovered in Gitlab versions < 
12.1.2, < 12.0.4, and < 11.11.6 that prevented owners and 
maintainer to delete epic comments. 

2020-01-28 5 CVE-2019-5472 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

gitlab -- gitlab 
  

An information disclosure issue was discovered GitLab 
versions < 12.1.2, < 12.0.4, and < 11.11.6 in the security 
dashboard which could result in disclosure of vulnerability 
feedback information. 

2020-01-28 5 CVE-2019-5470 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

gitlab -- 
gitlab_community_and_enterp
rise_edition 
 
  

An IDOR was discovered in < 12.3.2, < 12.2.6, and < 
12.1.12 for GitLab Community Edition (CE) and Enterprise 
Edition (EE) that allowed a maintainer to add any private 
group to a protected environment. 

2020-01-28 5 CVE-2019-15582 
MISC 
MISC 

gitlab -- 
gitlab_community_and_enterp
rise_edition 
 
  

An information disclosure exists in < 12.3.2, < 12.2.6, and < 
12.1.12 for GitLab Community Edition (CE) and Enterprise 
Edition (EE) where the assignee(s) of a confidential issue in 
a private project would be disclosed to a guest via 
milestones. 

2020-01-28 5 CVE-2019-15579 
MISC 
MISC 

gitlab -- 
gitlab_community_and_enterp
rise_edition 
 
  

An information disclosure exists in < 12.3.2, < 12.2.6, and < 
12.1.12 for GitLab Community Edition (CE) and Enterprise 
Edition (EE). The path of a private project, that used to be 
public, would be disclosed in the unsubscribe email link of 
issues and merge requests. 

2020-01-28 5 CVE-2019-15578 
MISC 
MISC 

gitlab -- 
gitlab_community_and_enterp
rise_edition 
 
  

An IDOR exists in < 12.3.2, < 12.2.6, and < 12.1.12 for 
GitLab Community Edition (CE) and Enterprise Edition (EE) 
that allowed a project owner or maintainer to see the 
members of any private group via merge request approval 
rules. 

2020-01-28 5 CVE-2019-15581 
MISC 
MISC 

gitlab -- 
gitlab_community_and_enterp
rise_edition 
  

An information disclosure exists in < 12.3.2, < 12.2.6, and < 
12.1.12 for GitLab Community Edition (CE) and Enterprise 
Edition (EE). When an issue was moved to a public project 
from a private one, the associated private labels and the 
private project namespace would be disclosed through the 
GitLab API. 

2020-01-28 5 CVE-2019-15583 
MISC 
MISC 

gitlab -- 
gitlab_community_and_enterp
rise_edition 
  

An access control issue exists in < 12.3.5, < 12.2.8, and < 
12.1.14 for GitLab Community Edition (CE) and Enterprise 
Edition (EE) where private merge requests and issues 
would be disclosed with the Group Search feature 
provided by Elasticsearch integration 

2020-01-28 5 CVE-2019-15590 
MISC 
MISC 

gitlab -- 
gitlab_community_and_enterp

A XSS exists in Gitlab CE/EE < 12.1.10 in the Mermaid 
plugin. 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2019-15586 
MISC 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-5472&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-5472
https://about.gitlab.com/releases/2019/07/29/security-release-gitlab-12-dot-1-dot-2-released/
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab-ee/issues/11381
https://hackerone.com/reports/538101
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-5470&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-5470
https://about.gitlab.com/releases/2019/07/29/security-release-gitlab-12-dot-1-dot-2-released/
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab-ee/issues/9665
https://hackerone.com/reports/490250
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-15582&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-15582
https://about.gitlab.com/blog/2019/09/30/security-release-gitlab-12-dot-3-dot-2-released/
https://hackerone.com/reports/566216
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-15579&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-15579
https://about.gitlab.com/blog/2019/09/30/security-release-gitlab-12-dot-3-dot-2-released/
https://hackerone.com/reports/635516
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-15578&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-15578
https://about.gitlab.com/blog/2019/09/30/security-release-gitlab-12-dot-3-dot-2-released/
https://hackerone.com/reports/650574
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-15581&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-15581
https://about.gitlab.com/blog/2019/09/30/security-release-gitlab-12-dot-3-dot-2-released/
https://hackerone.com/reports/518995
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-15583&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-15583
https://about.gitlab.com/blog/2019/09/30/security-release-gitlab-12-dot-3-dot-2-released/
https://hackerone.com/reports/643854
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-15590&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-15590
https://about.gitlab.com/releases/2019/10/07/security-release-gitlab-12-dot-3-dot-5-released/
https://hackerone.com/reports/701144
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-15586&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-15586
https://about.gitlab.com/blog/2019/09/30/security-release-gitlab-12-dot-3-dot-2-released/
https://hackerone.com/reports/645043
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rise_edition 
  

gitlab -- 
gitlab_community_end_enterp
rise_edition 
  

A privilege escalation issue was discovered in GitLab CE/EE 
9.0 and later when trigger tokens are not rotated once 
ownership of them has changed. 

2020-01-28 6.8 CVE-2019-5462 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

git -- git 
  

A tampering vulnerability exists when Git for Visual Studio 
improperly handles virtual drive paths, aka 'Git for Visual 
Studio Tampering Vulnerability'. 

2020-01-24 5 CVE-2019-1351 
SUSE 
MISC 
MISC 

gnu -- aspell 
  

libaspell.a in GNU Aspell before 0.60.8 has a buffer over-
read for a string ending with a single '\0' byte, if the 
encoding is set to ucs-2 or ucs-4 outside of the application, 
as demonstrated by the ASPELL_CONF environment 
variable. 

2020-01-27 6.4 CVE-2019-20433 
MISC 

gnu -- gnu_coreutils 
  

The keycompare_mb function in sort.c in sort in GNU 
Coreutils through 8.23 on 64-bit platforms performs a size 
calculation without considering the number of bytes 
occupied by multibyte characters, which allows attackers 
to cause a denial of service (heap-based buffer overflow 
and application crash) or possibly have unspecified other 
impact via long UTF-8 strings. 

2020-01-24 4.6 CVE-2015-4041 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

gnu -- gnutls 
  

GnuTLS before 3.3.13 does not validate that the signature 
algorithms match when importing a certificate. 

2020-01-27 5 CVE-2015-0294 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

google -- android 
  

audio/AudioPolicyManagerBase.cpp in Android before 5.1 
allows attackers to cause a denial of service (audio_policy 
application outage) via a crafted application that provides 
a NULL device address. 

2020-01-24 4.3 CVE-2015-1525 
MISC 

google -- android 
  

media/libmedia/IAudioPolicyService.cpp in Android before 
5.1 allows attackers to execute arbitrary code with 
media_server privileges or cause a denial of service 
(integer overflow) via a crafted application that provides 
an invalid array size. 

2020-01-24 6 CVE-2015-1530 
MISC 

ibm -- content_navigator 
  

IBM Content Navigator 3.0CD could allow an 
authenticated user to gain information about the hosting 
operating system and version that could be used in further 
attacks against the system. IBM X-Force ID: 171515. 

2020-01-28 4 CVE-2019-4679 
XF 
CONFIRM 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-5462&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-5462
https://about.gitlab.com/releases/2019/07/29/security-release-gitlab-12-dot-1-dot-2-released/
https://gitlab.com/gitlab-org/gitlab-ce/issues/58312
https://hackerone.com/reports/495282
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-1351&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-1351
http://lists.opensuse.org/opensuse-security-announce/2020-01/msg00056.html
https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2019-1351
https://public-inbox.org/git/xmqqr21cqcn9.fsf@gitster-ct.c.googlers.com/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20433&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20433
http://aspell.net/buffer-overread-ucs.txt
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-4041&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-4041
http://openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/05/15/1
https://bugzilla.suse.com/show_bug.cgi?id=928749
https://github.com/pixelb/coreutils/commit/bea5e36cc876ed627bb5e0eca36fdfaa6465e940
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-0294&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-0294
http://www.debian.org/security/2015/dsa-3191
https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1196323
https://gitlab.com/gnutls/gnutls/commit/6e76e9b9fa845b76b0b9a45f05f4b54a052578ff
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-1525&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-1525
https://android.googlesource.com/platform/hardware/libhardware_legacy/+/2d2ea50%5E!/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-1530&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-1530
https://android.googlesource.com/platform/frameworks/av/+/74adca9%5E!/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-4679&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-4679
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/171515
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1283458


Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

ibm -- mq_and_mq_appliance 
  

IBM MQ and IBM MQ Appliance 8.0 and 9.0 LTS client 
connecting to a Queue Manager could cause a SIGSEGV 
denial of service caused by converting an invalid message. 
IBM X-Force ID: 168639. 

2020-01-28 4 CVE-2019-4614 
XF 
CONFIRM 

ibm -- mq_and_mq_appliance 
  

IBM MQ and IBM MQ Appliance 8.0 and 9.0 LTS could 
allow a remote attacker with intimate knowledge of the 
server to cause a denial of service when receiving data on 
the channel. IBM X-Force ID: 166629. 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2019-4568 
XF 
CONFIRM 

ibm -- mq_appliance_and_lts 
  

IBM MQ Appliance 8.0 and 9.0 LTS could allow a local 
attacker to bypass security restrictions caused by 
improper validation of environment variables. IBM X-Force 
ID: 168863. 

2020-01-28 4.6 CVE-2019-4620 
XF 
CONFIRM 

ibm -- 
security_access_manager_appl
iance 
  

IBM Security Access Manager Appliance 9.0.7.0 is 
vulnerable to an XML External Entity Injection (XXE) attack 
when processing XML data. A remote attacker could 
exploit this vulnerability to expose sensitive information or 
consume memory resources. IBM X-Force ID: 172018. 

2020-01-28 5.5 CVE-2019-4707 
XF 
CONFIRM 

ibm -- security_secret_server 
  

IBM Security Secret Server 10.7 could disclose sensitive 
information to an authenticated user from generated 
error messages. IBM X-Force ID: 170013. 

2020-01-28 4 CVE-2019-4636 
XF 
CONFIRM 

ibm -- security_secret_server 
  

IBM Security Secret Server 10.7 uses weaker than 
expected cryptographic algorithms that could allow an 
attacker to decrypt highly sensitive information. IBM X-
Force ID: 170045. 

2020-01-28 5 CVE-2019-4639 
XF 
CONFIRM 

ibm -- security_secret_server 
  

IBM Security Secret Server 10.7 is vulnerable to cross-site 
scripting. This vulnerability allows users to embed 
arbitrary JavaScript code in the Web UI thus altering the 
intended functionality potentially leading to credentials 
disclosure within a trusted session. IBM X-Force ID: 
170004. 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2019-4632 
XF 
CONFIRM 

ibm -- security_secret_server 
  

IBM Security Secret Server 10.7 uses incomplete 
blacklisting for input validation which allows attackers to 
bypass application controls resulting in direct impact to 
the system and data integrity. IBM X-Force ID: 170043. 

2020-01-28 4 CVE-2019-4637 
XF 
CONFIRM 

ibm -- security_secret_server 
  

IBM Security Secret Server 10.7 could allow an attacker to 
obtain sensitive information due to an overly permissive 
CORS policy. IBM X-Force ID: 170007. 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2019-4633 
XF 
CONFIRM 

ibm -- security_secret_server 
  

IBM Security Secret Server 10.7 does not set the secure 
attribute on authorization tokens or session cookies. This 
could allow an attacker to obtain sensitive information 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2019-4638 
XF 
CONFIRM 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-4614&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-4614
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/168639
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1106523
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-4568&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-4568
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/166629
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1106517
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-4620&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-4620
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/168863
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1125891
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-4707&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-4707
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/172018
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1284034
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-4636&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-4636
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/170013
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1283260
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-4639&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-4639
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/170045
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1283194
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-4632&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-4632
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/170004
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1283254
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-4637&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-4637
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/170043
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1283242
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-4633&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-4633
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/170007
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1283200
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-4638&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-4638
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/170044
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1283236


Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

using man in the middle techniques. IBM X-Force ID: 
170044. 

ibm -- security_secret_server 
  

IBM Security Secret Server 10.7 could allow a remote 
attacker to conduct phishing attacks, using an open 
redirect attack. By persuading a victim to visit a specially-
crafted Web site, a remote attacker could exploit this 
vulnerability to spoof the URL displayed to redirect a user 
to a malicious Web site that would appear to be trusted. 
This could allow the attacker to obtain highly sensitive 
information or conduct further attacks against the victim. 
IBM X-Force ID: 170001. 

2020-01-28 5.8 CVE-2019-4631 
XF 
CONFIRM 

ibm -- security_secret_server 
  

IBM Security Secret Server 10.7 could allow a privileged 
user to perform unauthorized command injection due to 
imporoper input neutralization of special elements. IBM X-
Force ID: 170011. 

2020-01-28 4 CVE-2019-4635 
XF 
CONFIRM 

icewarp -- webmail_server 
  

In IceWarp Webmail Server through 11.4.4.1, there is XSS 
in the /webmail/ color parameter. 

2020-02-01 4.3 CVE-2020-8512 
MISC 
MISC 

jazzband -- django-user-
sessions 
  

In Django User Sessions (django-user-sessions) before 
1.7.1, the views provided allow users to terminate specific 
sessions. The session key is used to identify sessions, and 
thus included in the rendered HTML. In itself this is not a 
problem. However if the website has an XSS vulnerability, 
the session key could be extracted by the attacker and a 
session takeover could happen. 

2020-01-24 4 CVE-2020-5224 
CONFIRM 
MISC 

jenkins -- jenkins Jenkins Fortify Plugin 19.1.29 and earlier stores proxy 
server passwords unencrypted in job config.xml files on 
the Jenkins master where they can be viewed by users 
with Extended Read permission, or access to the master 
file system. 

2020-01-29 4 CVE-2020-2107 
MLIST 
CONFIRM 

jenkins -- jenkins 
  

REST API endpoints in Jenkins 2.218 and earlier, LTS 
2.204.1 and earlier were vulnerable to clickjacking attacks. 

2020-01-29 4.3 CVE-2020-2105 
MLIST 
CONFIRM 

jenkins -- jenkins 
  

Jenkins 2.218 and earlier, LTS 2.204.1 and earlier exposed 
session identifiers on a user's detail object in the whoAmI 
diagnostic page. 

2020-01-29 4 CVE-2020-2103 
MLIST 
CONFIRM 

jenkins -- jenkins 
  

Jenkins WebSphere Deployer Plugin 1.6.1 and earlier does 
not configure the XML parser to prevent XXE attacks which 
can be exploited by a user with Job/Configure permissions. 

2020-01-29 6.5 CVE-2020-2108 
MLIST 
CONFIRM 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-4631&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-4631
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/170001
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1283224
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-4635&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-4635
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/170011
https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/node/1283212
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8512&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8512
https://cxsecurity.com/issue/WLB-2020010205
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/156103/IceWarp-WebMail-11.4.4.1-Cross-Site-Scripting.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-5224&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-5224
https://github.com/Bouke/django-user-sessions/security/advisories/GHSA-5fq8-3q2f-4m5g
https://github.com/jazzband/django-user-sessions/commit/f0c4077e7d1436ba6d721af85cee89222ca5d2d9
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-2107&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-2107
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2020/01/29/1
https://jenkins.io/security/advisory/2020-01-29/#SECURITY-1565
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-2105&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-2105
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2020/01/29/1
https://jenkins.io/security/advisory/2020-01-29/#SECURITY-1704
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-2103&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-2103
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2020/01/29/1
https://jenkins.io/security/advisory/2020-01-29/#SECURITY-1695
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-2108&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-2108
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2020/01/29/1
https://jenkins.io/security/advisory/2020-01-29/#SECURITY-1719
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jenkins -- jenkins 
  

Jenkins 2.218 and earlier, LTS 2.204.1 and earlier allowed 
users with Overall/Read access to view a JVM memory 
usage chart. 

2020-01-29 4 CVE-2020-2104 
MLIST 
CONFIRM 

jenkins -- jenkins 
  

Jenkins 2.218 and earlier, LTS 2.204.1 and earlier was 
vulnerable to a UDP amplification reflection denial of 
service attack on port 33848. 

2020-01-29 5 CVE-2020-2100 
MLIST 
CONFIRM 

jetbrains -- intellij_idea 
  

Ports listened to by JetBrains IntelliJ IDEA before 2019.3 
were exposed to the network. 

2020-01-30 5 CVE-2020-7905 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

jetbrains -- intellij_idea 
  

In JetBrains IntelliJ IDEA before 2019.3, some Maven 
repositories were accessed via HTTP instead of HTTPS. 

2020-01-30 5.8 CVE-2020-7904 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

jetbrains -- rider 
  

In JetBrains Rider versions 2019.3 EAP2 through 2019.3 
EAP7, there were unsigned binaries provided by the 
Windows installer. This issue was fixed in release version 
2019.3. 

2020-01-30 5 CVE-2020-7906 
MISC 
MISC 

jetbrains -- teamcity 
  

In JetBrains TeamCity before 2019.1.5, some server-stored 
passwords could be shown via the web UI. 

2020-01-30 5 CVE-2020-7909 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

jetbrains -- teamcity 
  

In JetBrains TeamCity before 2019.1.5, reverse tabnabbing 
was possible on several pages. 

2020-01-30 4.3 CVE-2020-7908 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

jetbrains -- teamcity 
  

In JetBrains TeamCity before 2019.2, several user-level 
pages were vulnerable to XSS. 

2020-01-30 4.3 CVE-2020-7911 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

jetbrains -- youtrack 
  

JetBrains YouTrack 2019.2 before 2019.2.59309 was 
vulnerable to XSS via an issue description. 

2020-01-30 4.3 CVE-2020-7913 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

jetbrains -- youtrack 
  

In JetBrains YouTrack before 2019.2.59309, SMTP/Jabber 
settings could be accessed using backups. 

2020-01-30 5 CVE-2020-7912 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

koha -- koha 
  

Multiple directory traversal vulnerabilities in the (1) staff 
interface help editor (edithelp.pl) or (2) member-
picupload.pl in Koha before 3.8.23, 3.10.x before 3.10.13, 
3.12.x before 3.12.10, and 3.14.x before 3.14.3 allow 
remote attackers to write to arbitrary files via unspecified 
vectors. 

2020-01-24 5 CVE-2014-1923 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-2104&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-2104
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2020/01/29/1
https://jenkins.io/security/advisory/2020-01-29/#SECURITY-1650
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-2100&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-2100
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2020/01/29/1
https://jenkins.io/security/advisory/2020-01-29/#SECURITY-1641
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7905&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7905
https://blog.jetbrains.com/
https://blog.jetbrains.com/blog/2020/01/24/jetbrains-security-bulletin-q4-2019/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7904&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7904
https://blog.jetbrains.com/
https://blog.jetbrains.com/blog/2020/01/24/jetbrains-security-bulletin-q4-2019/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7906&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7906
https://blog.jetbrains.com/
https://blog.jetbrains.com/blog/2020/01/24/jetbrains-security-bulletin-q4-2019/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7909&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7909
https://blog.jetbrains.com/
https://blog.jetbrains.com/blog/2020/01/24/jetbrains-security-bulletin-q4-2019/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7908&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7908
https://blog.jetbrains.com/
https://blog.jetbrains.com/blog/2020/01/24/jetbrains-security-bulletin-q4-2019/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7911&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7911
https://blog.jetbrains.com/
https://blog.jetbrains.com/blog/2020/01/24/jetbrains-security-bulletin-q4-2019/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7913&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7913
https://blog.jetbrains.com/
https://blog.jetbrains.com/blog/2020/01/24/jetbrains-security-bulletin-q4-2019/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7912&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7912
https://blog.jetbrains.com/
https://blog.jetbrains.com/blog/2020/01/24/jetbrains-security-bulletin-q4-2019/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-1923&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-1923
http://bugs.koha-community.org/bugzilla3/show_bug.cgi?id=11661
http://bugs.koha-community.org/bugzilla3/show_bug.cgi?id=11662
http://koha-community.org/security-release-february-2014/
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2014/02/07/10
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2014/02/10/3
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Info 

koha -- koha 
  

Absolute path traversal vulnerability in tools/pdfViewer.pl 
in Koha before 3.8.23, 3.10.x before 3.10.13, 3.12.x before 
3.12.10, and 3.14.x before 3.14.3 allows remote attackers 
to read arbitrary files via unspecified vectors. 

2020-01-24 5 CVE-2014-1922 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

lldpd -- lldpd 
  

Buffer overflow in the lldp_decode function in 
daemon/protocols/lldp.c in lldpd before 0.8.0 allows 
remote attackers to cause a denial of service (daemon 
crash) and possibly execute arbitrary code via vectors 
involving large management addresses and TLV 
boundaries. 

2020-01-28 6.8 CVE-2015-8011 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

lldpd -- lldpd 
  

lldpd before 0.8.0 allows remote attackers to cause a 
denial of service (assertion failure and daemon crash) via a 
malformed packet. 

2020-01-28 5 CVE-2015-8012 
MISC 
MISC 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 

magento -- magento 
  

Magento versions 2.3.3 and earlier, 2.2.10 and earlier, 
1.14.4.3 and earlier, and 1.9.4.3 and earlier have a path 
traversal vulnerability. Successful exploitation could lead 
to sensitive information disclosure. 

2020-01-29 5 CVE-2020-3717 
CONFIRM 

magento -- magento 
  

Magento versions 2.3.3 and earlier, 2.2.10 and earlier, 
1.14.4.3 and earlier, and 1.9.4.3 and earlier have a stored 
cross-site scripting vulnerability. Successful exploitation 
could lead to sensitive information disclosure. 

2020-01-29 4.3 CVE-2020-3715 
CONFIRM 

magento -- magento 
  

Magento versions 2.3.3 and earlier, 2.2.10 and earlier, 
1.14.4.3 and earlier, and 1.9.4.3 and earlier have a stored 
cross-site scripting vulnerability. Successful exploitation 
could lead to sensitive information disclosure. 

2020-01-29 4.3 CVE-2020-3758 
CONFIRM 

mediawiki -- mediawiki 
  

The CentralAuth extension for MediaWiki before 1.19.10, 
1.2x before 1.21.4, and 1.22.x before 1.22.1 allows remote 
attackers to obtain usernames via vectors related to 
writing the names to the DOM of a page. 

2020-01-28 5 CVE-2013-6455 
MISC 

mediawiki -- mediawiki 
  

Cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in MediaWiki 1.19.9 
before 1.19.10, 1.2x before 1.21.4, and 1.22.x before 
1.22.1 allows remote attackers to inject arbitrary web 
script or HTML via unspecified CSS values. 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2013-6451 
MISC 

microsoft -- 
microsoft_dynamics_365_serv
er 
  

An elevation of privilege vulnerability exists in Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 Server, aka 'Microsoft Dynamics 365 
Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability'. 

2020-01-24 4 CVE-2018-8654 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-1922&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-1922
http://bugs.koha-community.org/bugzilla3/show_bug.cgi?id=11660
http://koha-community.org/security-release-february-2014/
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2014/02/07/10
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2014/02/10/3
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-8011&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-8011
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/10/16/2
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/10/30/2
https://github.com/vincentbernat/lldpd/commit/dd4f16e7e816f2165fba76e3d162cd8d2978dcb2
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-8012&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-8012
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/10/18/2
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/10/30/2
https://github.com/vincentbernat/lldpd/commit/793526f8884455f43daecd0a2c46772388417a00
https://github.com/vincentbernat/lldpd/commit/9221b5c249f9e4843f77c7f888d5705348d179c0
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3717&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3717
https://helpx.adobe.com/security/products/magento/apsb20-02.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3715&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3715
https://helpx.adobe.com/security/products/magento/apsb20-02.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3758&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3758
https://helpx.adobe.com/security/products/magento/apsb20-02.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-6455&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-6455
http://lists.wikimedia.org/pipermail/mediawiki-announce/2014-January/000138.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-6451&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-6451
http://lists.wikimedia.org/pipermail/mediawiki-announce/2014-January/000138.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2018-8654&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2018-8654
https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2018-8654


Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

mirumee -- saleor 
  

An issue was discovered in Mirumee Saleor 2.x before 
2.9.1. Incorrect access control in the 
checkoutCustomerAttach mutations allows attackers to 
attach their checkouts to any user ID and consequently 
leak user data (e.g., name, address, and previous orders of 
any other customer). 

2020-01-24 5 CVE-2020-7964 
MISC 
MISC 

mympc -- 
media_player_classic_home_ci
nema 
  

Stack-based buffer overflow in Media Player Classic - 
Home Cinema (MPC-HC) before 1.7.0.7858 allows remote 
attackers to execute arbitrary code via a crafted MPEG-2 
Transport Stream (M2TS) file. 

2020-01-31 6.8 CVE-2013-3488 
CONFIRM 
MISC 

mympc -- 
media_player_classic_home_ci
nema 
  

Buffer overflow in Media Player Classic - Home Cinema 
(MPC-HC) before 1.7.0 allows remote attackers to execute 
arbitrary code via a crafted RealMedia .rm file 

2020-01-31 6.8 CVE-2013-3489 
MISC 
MISC 

netapp -- 
oncommand_system_manager 
  

NetApp OnCommand System Manager 2.1 and earlier 
allows remote attackers to include arbitrary files through 
specially crafted requests to the "diagnostic" page using 
the SnapMirror log path parameter. 

2020-01-29 6 CVE-2013-3321 
XF 
MISC 

netapp -- 
oncommand_system_manager 
  

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability in NetApp 
OnCommand System Manager before 2.2 allows remote 
attackers to inject arbitrary web script or HTML via the 
'full-name' and 'comment' fields. 

2020-01-29 4.3 CVE-2013-3320 
BID 
XF 
XF 

netty -- netty 
  

Netty 4.1.43.Final allows HTTP Request Smuggling because 
it mishandles Transfer-Encoding whitespace (such as a 
[space]Transfer-Encoding:chunked line) and a later 
Content-Length header. This issue exists because of an 
incomplete fix for CVE-2019-16869. 

2020-01-27 5 CVE-2020-7238 
MISC 
MISC 

netty -- netty 
  

HttpObjectDecoder.java in Netty before 4.1.44 allows an 
HTTP header that lacks a colon, which might be 
interpreted as a separate header with an incorrect syntax, 
or might be interpreted as an "invalid fold." 

2020-01-29 6.4 CVE-2019-20444 
MISC 
MISC 
MLIST 
MLIST 
MLIST 

netty -- netty 
  

HttpObjectDecoder.java in Netty before 4.1.44 allows a 
Content-Length header to be accompanied by a second 
Content-Length header, or by a Transfer-Encoding header. 

2020-01-29 6.4 CVE-2019-20445 
MISC 
MISC 
MLIST 
MLIST 
MLIST 

novell -- 
zenworks_configuration_mana

Novell ZENworks Configuration Management before 
11.2.4 allows obtaining sensitive trace information. 

2020-01-25 5 CVE-2012-6345 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7964&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7964
https://github.com/mirumee/saleor/commit/233b8890c60fa6d90daf99e4d90fea85867732c3
https://github.com/mirumee/saleor/releases/tag/2.9.1
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-3488&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-3488
http://mpc-hc.org/2013/09/29/1.7.0-released
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/87695
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-3489&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-3489
http://mpc-hc.org/2013/09/29/1.7.0-released
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/87695
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-3321&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-3321
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/84062
https://www.securityfocus.com/archive/1/526552
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-3320&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-3320
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/59688
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/84060
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/84061
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7238&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7238
https://github.com/jdordonezn/CVE-2020-72381/issues/1
https://netty.io/news/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20444&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20444
https://github.com/netty/netty/compare/netty-4.1.43.Final...netty-4.1.44.Final
https://github.com/netty/netty/issues/9866
https://lists.apache.org/thread.html/r70b1ff22ee80e8101805b9a473116dd33265709007d2deb6f8c80bf2@%3Ccommits.druid.apache.org%3E
https://lists.apache.org/thread.html/re45ee9256d3233c31d78e59ee59c7dc841c7fbd83d0769285b41e948@%3Ccommits.druid.apache.org%3E
https://lists.apache.org/thread.html/rff210a24f3a924829790e69eaefa84820902b7b31f17c3bf2def9114@%3Ccommits.druid.apache.org%3E
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20445&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20445
https://github.com/netty/netty/compare/netty-4.1.43.Final...netty-4.1.44.Final
https://github.com/netty/netty/issues/9861
https://lists.apache.org/thread.html/r70b1ff22ee80e8101805b9a473116dd33265709007d2deb6f8c80bf2@%3Ccommits.druid.apache.org%3E
https://lists.apache.org/thread.html/re45ee9256d3233c31d78e59ee59c7dc841c7fbd83d0769285b41e948@%3Ccommits.druid.apache.org%3E
https://lists.apache.org/thread.html/rff210a24f3a924829790e69eaefa84820902b7b31f17c3bf2def9114@%3Ccommits.druid.apache.org%3E
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2012-6345&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2012-6345
https://support.microfocus.com/kb/doc.php?id=7012763
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gement 
  

novell -- 
zenworks_configuration_mana
gement 
  

Novell ZENworks Configuration Management before 
11.2.4 allows XSS. 

2020-01-25 4.3 CVE-2012-6344 
MISC 

ntt_data_corporation -- 
mypallete 
  

Android App 'MyPallete' and some of the Android banking 
applications based on 'MyPallete' do not verify X.509 
certificates from servers, and also do not properly validate 
certificates with host-mismatch, which allows man-in-the-
middle attackers to spoof servers and obtain sensitive 
information via a crafted certificate. 

2020-01-28 5.8 CVE-2020-5523 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

openpne -- openpne_3 
  

OpenPNE 3 versions 3.8.7, 3.6.11, 3.4.21.1, 3.2.7.6, 3.0.8.5 
has an External Entity Injection Vulnerability 

2020-01-24 6.4 CVE-2013-4333 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

ossec -- ossec-hids 
  

In OSSEC-HIDS 2.7 through 3.5.0, the server component 
responsible for log analysis (ossec-analysisd) is vulnerable 
to a heap-based buffer overflow in the rootcheck decoder 
component via an authenticated client. 

2020-01-30 6.5 CVE-2020-8442 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

peerigon -- angular-expressions 
  

Angular Expressions before version 1.0.1 has a remote 
code execution vulnerability if you call 
expressions.compile(userControlledInput) where 
userControlledInput is text that comes from user input. If 
running angular-expressions in the browser, an attacker 
could run any browser script when the application code 
calls expressions.compile(userControlledInput). If running 
angular-expressions on the server, an attacker could run 
any Javascript expression, thus gaining Remote Code 
Execution. 

2020-01-24 6.8 CVE-2020-5219 
MISC 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

postgresql -- postgresql 
  

The to_char function in PostgreSQL before 9.0.19, 9.1.x 
before 9.1.15, 9.2.x before 9.2.10, 9.3.x before 9.3.6, and 
9.4.x before 9.4.1 allows remote authenticated users to 
cause a denial of service (crash) or possibly execute 
arbitrary code via a (1) large number of digits when 
processing a numeric formatting template, which triggers 
a buffer over-read, or (2) crafted timestamp formatting 
template, which triggers a buffer overflow. 

2020-01-27 6.5 CVE-2015-0241 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2012-6344&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2012-6344
https://support.microfocus.com/kb/doc.php?id=7012761
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-5523&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-5523
http://jvn.jp/en/jp/JVN28845872/index.html
http://www.dokodemobank.ne.jp/info_20200128_bankingapp.html
https://www.77bank.co.jp/pdf/oshirase/20012801_appvulnerability.pdf
https://www.ashikagabank.co.jp/appbanking/pdf/oshirase.pdf
https://www.hokkaidobank.co.jp/common/dat/2020/0120/15795047141946146699.pdf
https://www.hokugin.co.jp/info/archives/personal/2020/1913.html
https://www.naganobank.co.jp/soshiki/2/app-ssl.html
https://www.shikokubank.co.jp/info/apps20200128.html
https://www.sihd-bk.jp/common_v2/pdf/20200127.pdf
https://www.tohoku-bank.co.jp/news/topics/200128_applissl.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-4333&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-4333
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2013/09/11/6
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/62285
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/87031
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8442&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8442
https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/issues/1820
https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/issues/1821
https://www.ossec.net/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-5219&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-5219
http://blog.angularjs.org/2016/09/angular-16-expression-sandbox-removal.html
https://github.com/peerigon/angular-expressions/commit/061addfb9a9e932a970e5fcb913d020038e65667
https://github.com/peerigon/angular-expressions/security/advisories/GHSA-hxhm-96pp-2m43
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-0241&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-0241
http://www.debian.org/security/2015/dsa-3155
http://www.postgresql.org/about/news/1569/
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.4/static/release-9-4-1.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-0-19.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-1-15.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-2-10.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-3-6.html
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Source & Patch 
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postgresql -- postgresql 
  

PostgreSQL before 9.0.19, 9.1.x before 9.1.15, 9.2.x before 
9.2.10, 9.3.x before 9.3.6, and 9.4.x before 9.4.1 allows 
remote authenticated users to obtain sensitive column 
values by triggering constraint violation and then reading 
the error message. 

2020-01-27 4 CVE-2014-8161 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 

postgresql -- postgresql 
  

Stack-based buffer overflow in the *printf function 
implementations in PostgreSQL before 9.0.19, 9.1.x before 
9.1.15, 9.2.x before 9.2.10, 9.3.x before 9.3.6, and 9.4.x 
before 9.4.1, when running on a Windows system, allows 
remote authenticated users to cause a denial of service 
(crash) and possibly execute arbitrary code via a floating 
point number with a large precision, as demonstrated by 
using the to_char function. 

2020-01-27 6.5 CVE-2015-0242 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 

postgresql -- postgresql 
  

Multiple buffer overflows in contrib/pgcrypto in 
PostgreSQL before 9.0.19, 9.1.x before 9.1.15, 9.2.x before 
9.2.10, 9.3.x before 9.3.6, and 9.4.x before 9.4.1 allow 
remote authenticated users to cause a denial of service 
(crash) and possibly execute arbitrary code via unspecified 
vectors. 

2020-01-27 6.5 CVE-2015-0243 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 

proxmox -- proxmox 
  

Proxmox VE prior to 3.2: 'AccessControl.pm' User 
Enumeration Vulnerability 

2020-01-27 5 CVE-2014-4156 
MISC 
MISC 

pwgen_project -- pwgen 
  

The Phonemes mode in Pwgen 2.06 generates predictable 
passwords, which makes it easier for context-dependent 
attackers to guess the password via a brute-force attack. 

2020-01-27 5 CVE-2013-4441 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

pyradius -- pyrad 
  

packet.py in pyrad before 2.1 uses weak random numbers 
to generate RADIUS authenticators and hash passwords, 
which makes it easier for remote attackers to obtain 
sensitive information via a brute force attack. 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2013-0294 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
MISC 
MISC 
CONFIRM 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

python -- python 
  

In Python (CPython) 3.6 through 3.6.10, 3.7 through 3.7.6, 
and 3.8 through 3.8.1, an insecure dependency load upon 
launch on Windows 7 may result in an attacker's copy of 
api-ms-win-core-path-l1-1-0.dll being loaded and used 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2020-8315 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-8161&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-8161
http://www.debian.org/security/2015/dsa-3155
http://www.postgresql.org/about/news/1569/
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.4/static/release-9-4-1.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-0-19.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-1-15.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-2-10.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-3-6.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-0242&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-0242
http://www.debian.org/security/2015/dsa-3155
http://www.postgresql.org/about/news/1569/
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.4/static/release-9-4-1.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-0-19.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-1-15.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-2-10.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-3-6.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-0243&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-0243
http://www.debian.org/security/2015/dsa-3155
http://www.postgresql.org/about/news/1569/
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.4/static/release-9-4-1.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-0-19.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-1-15.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-2-10.html
http://www.postgresql.org/docs/current/static/release-9-3-6.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-4156&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-4156
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2014/06/17/16
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/68028
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-4441&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-4441
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2013/06/06/1
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2013/10/16/15
https://bugs.debian.org/cgi-bin/bugreport.cgi?bug=726578
https://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2012/01/22/6
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-0294&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-0294
http://lists.fedoraproject.org/pipermail/package-announce/2013-September/115677.html
http://lists.fedoraproject.org/pipermail/package-announce/2013-September/115705.html
http://lists.fedoraproject.org/pipermail/package-announce/2013-September/116567.html
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2013/02/15/13
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/57984
https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=911682
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/82133
https://github.com/wichert/pyrad/commit/38f74b36814ca5b1a27d9898141126af4953bee5
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8315&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8315
https://bugs.python.org/issue39401
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instead of the system's copy. Windows 8 and later are 
unaffected. 

qt -- qt 
  

Qt through 5.14 allows an exponential XML entity 
expansion attack via a crafted SVG document that is 
mishandled in QXmlStreamReader, a related issue to CVE-
2003-1564. 

2020-01-24 5 CVE-2015-9541 
MISC 

rapid7 -- nexpose 
  

Rapid7 Nexpose before 5.5.4 contains a session hijacking 
vulnerability which allows remote attackers to capture a 
user's session and gain unauthorized access. 

2020-01-25 4.3 CVE-2012-6494 
BID 
XF 

ratpack -- ratpack 
  

All versions of io.ratpack:ratpack-core from 0.9.10 
inclusive and before 1.7.6 are vulnerable to Cross-site 
Scripting (XSS). This affects the development mode error 
handler when an exception message contains untrusted 
data. Note the production mode error handler is not 
vulnerable - so for this to be utilized in production it would 
require users to not disable development mode. 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2019-10770 
CONFIRM 

roundup -- roundup 
  

Multiple cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities in 
Roundup before 1.4.20 allow remote attackers to inject 
arbitrary web script or HTML via the (1) @ok_message or 
(2) @error_message parameter to issue*. 

2020-01-30 4.3 CVE-2012-6133 
CONFIRM 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

simplehrm -- simplehrm 
  

SimpleHRM 2.3 and earlier could allow remote attackers 
to bypass the authentication process in 
'user_manager.php' via spoofing a cookie. 

2020-01-27 5 CVE-2013-2499 
MISC 
BID 
XF 

simplesamlphp -- 
simplesamlphp 
  

Log injection in SimpleSAMLphp before version 1.18.4. The 
www/erroreport.php script, which receives error reports 
and sends them via email to the system administrator, did 
not properly sanitize the report identifier obtained from 
the request. This allows an attacker, under specific 
circumstances, to inject new log lines by manually crafting 
this report ID. When configured to use the file logging 
handler, SimpleSAMLphp will output all its logs by 
appending each log line to a given file. Since the reportID 
parameter received in a request sent to 
www/errorreport.php was not properly sanitized, it was 
possible to inject newline characters into it, effectively 
allowing a malicious user to inject new log lines with 
arbitrary content. 

2020-01-24 5.5 CVE-2020-5225 
CONFIRM 
MISC 

smb4k -- smb4k 
  

Smb4K before 1.1.1 allows remote attackers to obtain 
credentials via vectors related to the cuid option in the 
"Additional options" line edit. 

2020-01-28 5 CVE-2014-2581 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 
CONFIRM 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-9541&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-9541
https://bugreports.qt.io/browse/QTBUG-47417
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2012-6494&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2012-6494
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/57150
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/80982
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-10770&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-10770
https://snyk.io/vuln/SNYK-JAVA-IORATPACK-534882
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2012-6133&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2012-6133
http://issues.roundup-tracker.org/issue2550724
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2012/11/10/2
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2013/02/13/8
https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=722672
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/roundup/1.4.20
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-2499&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-2499
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2013/04/17/1
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/59255
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/83629
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-5225&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-5225
https://github.com/simplesamlphp/simplesamlphp/security/advisories/GHSA-6gc6-m364-85ww
https://simplesamlphp.org/security/202001-02
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-2581&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-2581
http://lists.fedoraproject.org/pipermail/package-announce/2014-June/133898.html
http://lists.fedoraproject.org/pipermail/package-announce/2014-June/133901.html
http://sourceforge.net/projects/smb4k/files/1.1.1/


Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

stroom -- stroom 
  

All versions of stroom:stroom-app before 5.5.12 and all 
versions of the 6.0.0 branch before 6.0.25 are affected by 
Cross-site Scripting. An attacker website is able to load the 
Stroom UI into a hidden iframe. Using that iframe, the 
attacker site can issue commands to the Stroom UI via an 
XSS vulnerability to take full control of the Stroom UI on 
behalf of the logged-in user. 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2019-10779 
CONFIRM 

synacor -- zimbra_collaboration 
  

Zimbra Collaboration 8.7.x - 8.8.11P2 contains persistent 
XSS. 

2020-01-27 4.3 CVE-2019-8946 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

synacor -- zimbra_collaboration 
  

Zimbra Collaboration 8.7.x - 8.8.11P2 contains non-
persistent XSS. 

2020-01-27 4.3 CVE-2019-8947 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

synacor -- zimbra_collaboration 
  

Zimbra Collaboration 8.7.x - 8.8.11P2 contains persistent 
XSS. 

2020-01-27 4.3 CVE-2019-8945 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

synacor -- zimbra_collaboration 
  

In Zimbra Collaboration before 8.8.15 Patch 1, there is a 
non-persistent XSS vulnerability. 

2020-01-27 4.3 CVE-2019-15313 
MISC 
MISC 

synacor -- zimbracollaboration 
  

Synacor Zimbra Collaboration before 8.0.8 has XSS. 2020-01-27 4.3 CVE-2014-5500 
CONFIRM 

tennisconnect -- 
tennisconnect_components 
  

Cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in TennisConnect 
COMPONENTS 9.927 allows remote attackers to inject 
arbitrary web script or HTML via the pid parameter to 
index.cfm. 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2014-8490 
MISC 
MISC 

tiki_software_community_asso
ciation -- 
tiki_wiki_cms_groupware 
  

Tiki 8.2 and earlier allows remote administrators to 
execute arbitrary PHP code via crafted input to the 
regexres and regex parameters. 

2020-01-27 6 CVE-2011-4558 
MISC 

http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2014/03/24/1
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2014/03/25/5
https://bugs.gentoo.org/505376
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-10779&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-10779
https://snyk.io/vuln/SNYK-JAVA-STROOM-541182
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-8946&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-8946
https://bugzilla.zimbra.com/show_bug.cgi?id=109122
https://bugzilla.zimbra.com/show_bug.cgi?id=109123
https://bugzilla.zimbra.com/show_bug.cgi?id=109124
https://wiki.zimbra.com/wiki/Zimbra_Security_Advisories
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-8947&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-8947
https://bugzilla.zimbra.com/show_bug.cgi?id=109122
https://bugzilla.zimbra.com/show_bug.cgi?id=109123
https://bugzilla.zimbra.com/show_bug.cgi?id=109124
https://wiki.zimbra.com/wiki/Zimbra_Security_Advisories
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-8945&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-8945
https://bugzilla.zimbra.com/show_bug.cgi?id=109122
https://bugzilla.zimbra.com/show_bug.cgi?id=109123
https://bugzilla.zimbra.com/show_bug.cgi?id=109124
https://wiki.zimbra.com/wiki/Zimbra_Security_Advisories
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-15313&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-15313
https://bugzilla.zimbra.com/show_bug.cgi?id=109141
https://wiki.zimbra.com/wiki/Zimbra_Security_Advisories
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-5500&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-5500
https://wiki.zimbra.com/wiki/Zimbra_Security_Advisories
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-8490&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-8490
http://seclists.org/fulldisclosure/2014/Dec/83
http://tetraph.com/security/cves/cve-2014-8490-tennisconnect-components-system-xss-cross-site-scripting-security-vulnerability/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2011-4558&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2011-4558
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/108111/Tiki-Wiki-CMS-Groupware-8.2-Code-Injection.html


Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

tor_project -- tor 
  

buf_pullup in Tor before 0.2.4.26 and 0.2.5.x before 
0.2.5.11 does not properly handle unexpected arrival 
times of buffers with invalid layouts, which allows remote 
attackers to cause a denial of service (assertion failure and 
daemon exit) via crafted packets. 

2020-01-24 5 CVE-2015-2688 
MISC 
MISC 

tor_project -- tor 
  

The Hidden Service (HS) server implementation in Tor 
before 0.2.4.27, 0.2.5.x before 0.2.5.12, and 0.2.6.x before 
0.2.6.7 allows remote attackers to cause a denial of 
service (assertion failure and daemon exit) via unspecified 
vectors. 

2020-01-24 5 CVE-2015-2928 
MLIST 
CONFIRM 

tor_project -- tor 
  

Tor before 0.2.4.26 and 0.2.5.x before 0.2.5.11 does not 
properly handle pending-connection resolve states during 
periods of high DNS load, which allows remote attackers 
to cause a denial of service (assertion failure and daemon 
exit) via crafted packets. 

2020-01-24 5 CVE-2015-2689 
MISC 
MISC 

tor_project -- tor 
  

The Hidden Service (HS) client implementation in Tor 
before 0.2.4.27, 0.2.5.x before 0.2.5.12, and 0.2.6.x before 
0.2.6.7 allows remote servers to cause a denial of service 
(assertion failure and application exit) via a malformed HS 
descriptor. 

2020-01-24 5 CVE-2015-2929 
MISC 
MISC 

tornadoweb -- tornado 
  

Tornado before 3.2.2 sends arbitrary responses that 
contain a fixed CSRF token and may be sent with HTTP 
compression, which makes it easier for remote attackers 
to conduct a BREACH attack and determine this token via 
a series of crafted requests. 

2020-01-24 4.3 CVE-2014-9720 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

tp-link -- multiple_ip_cameras 
  

A Security Bypass vulnerability exists in TP-LINK IP 
Cameras TL-SC 3130, TL-SC 3130G, 3171G, 4171G, and 
3130 1.6.18P12 due to default hard-coded credentials for 
the administrative Web interface, which could let a 
malicious user obtain unauthorized access to CGI files. 

2020-01-29 5 CVE-2013-2572 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

tp-link -- tp-link_tl-wr849n 
  

TP-LINK TL-WR849N 0.9.1 4.16 devices do not require 
authentication to replace the firmware via a POST request 
to the cgi/softup URI. 

2020-01-27 4.1 CVE-2019-19143 
MISC 

typo3 -- typo3_and_typo3_elts 
  

svg.swf in TYPO3 6.2.0 to 6.2.38 ELTS and 7.0.0 to 7.1.0 
could allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker to 
conduct a cross-site scripting (XSS) attack on a targeted 
system. This may be at a contrib/websvg/svg.swf 
pathname. 

2020-01-27 4.3 CVE-2020-8091 
MISC 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-2688&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-2688
https://lists.torproject.org/pipermail/tor-talk/2015-March/037281.html
https://trac.torproject.org/projects/tor/ticket/15083
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-2928&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-2928
http://openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/04/06/5
https://trac.torproject.org/projects/tor/ticket/15600
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-2689&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-2689
https://lists.torproject.org/pipermail/tor-talk/2015-March/037281.html
https://trac.torproject.org/projects/tor/ticket/14129
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-2929&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-2929
http://openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/04/06/5
https://trac.torproject.org/projects/tor/ticket/15601
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-9720&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-9720
http://openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/05/19/4
http://www.tornadoweb.org/en/stable/releases/v3.2.2.html
https://bugzilla.novell.com/show_bug.cgi?id=930362
https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1222816
https://github.com/tornadoweb/tornado/commit/1c36307463b1e8affae100bf9386948e6c1b2308
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-2572&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-2572
http://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/25812
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/60194
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/84573
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/cve/CVE-2013-2572
https://www.coresecurity.com/advisories/tp-link-ip-cameras-multiple-vulnerabilities
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-19143&vector=AV:A/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-19143
https://fireshellsecurity.team/hack-n-routers/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8091&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8091
https://typo3.org/security/advisory/typo3-psa-2019-003/
https://www.purplemet.com/blog/typo3-xss-vulnerability


Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

unity_security_providers -- 
secure_entry_server 
  

Secure Entry Server before 4.7.0 contains a URI 
Redirection vulnerability which could allow remote 
attackers to conduct phishing attacks due to 
HSP_AbsoluteRedirects being disabled by default. 

2020-01-28 5.8 CVE-2013-2764 
BID 
XF 

valve_dota_2 -- valve_dota_2 
  

meshsystem.dll in Valve Dota 2 before 7.23f allows remote 
attackers to achieve code execution or denial of service by 
creating a gaming server and inviting a victim to this 
server, because a crafted map is mishandled during a 
vulnerable function call. 

2020-01-27 6.8 CVE-2020-7950 
MISC 

valve_dota_2 -- valve_dota_2 
  

meshsystem.dll in Valve Dota 2 before 7.23e allows 
remote attackers to achieve code execution or denial of 
service by creating a gaming server and inviting a victim to 
this server, because a crafted map is affected by memory 
corruption. 

2020-01-27 6.8 CVE-2020-7951 
MISC 

valve_dota_2 -- valve_dota_2 
  

schemasystem.dll in Valve Dota 2 before 7.23f allows 
remote attackers to achieve code execution or denial of 
service by creating a gaming server and inviting a victim to 
this server, because a crafted map is mishandled during a 
GetValue call. 

2020-01-27 6.8 CVE-2020-7949 
MISC 

valve_dota_2 -- valve_dota_2 
  

rendersystemdx9.dll in Valve Dota 2 before 7.23f allows 
remote attackers to achieve code execution or denial of 
service by creating a gaming server and inviting a victim to 
this server, because a crafted map is affected by memory 
corruption. 

2020-01-27 6.8 CVE-2020-7952 
MISC 

videolan -- vlc_media_player 
  

The rtp_packetize_xiph_config function in 
modules/stream_out/rtpfmt.c in VideoLAN VLC media 
player before 2.1.6 uses a stack-allocation approach with a 
size determined by arbitrary input data, which allows 
remote attackers to cause a denial of service (memory 
corruption) or possibly have unspecified other impact via a 
crafted length value. 

2020-01-24 6.8 CVE-2014-9630 
MISC 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

videolan -- vlc_media_player 
  

Integer overflow in the Encode function in 
modules/codec/schroedinger.c in VideoLAN VLC media 
player before 2.1.6 and 2.2.x before 2.2.1 allows remote 
attackers to conduct buffer overflow attacks and execute 
arbitrary code via a crafted length value. 

2020-01-24 6.8 CVE-2014-9629 
MISC 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

videolan -- vlc_media_player 
  

The MP4_ReadBox_String function in 
modules/demux/mp4/libmp4.c in VideoLAN VLC media 
player before 2.1.6 performs an incorrect cast operation 
from a 64-bit integer to a 32-bit integer, which allows 
remote attackers to cause a denial of service or possibly 
have unspecified other impact via a large box size. 

2020-01-24 6.8 CVE-2014-9627 
MISC 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-2764&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-2764
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/64422
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/89853
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7950&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7950
https://github.com/bi7s/CVE/tree/master/CVE-2020-7950
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7951&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7951
https://github.com/bi7s/CVE/tree/master/CVE-2020-7951
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7949&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7949
https://github.com/bi7s/CVE/tree/master/CVE-2020-7949
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7952&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7952
https://github.com/bi7s/CVE/tree/master/CVE-2020-7952
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-9630&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-9630
http://openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/01/20/5
https://github.com/videolan/vlc/commit/204291467724867b79735c0ee3aeb0dbc2200f97
https://www.videolan.org/security/sa1501.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-9629&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-9629
http://openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/01/20/5
https://github.com/videolan/vlc/commit/9bb0353a5c63a7f8c6fc853faa3df4b4df1f5eb5
https://www.videolan.org/security/sa1501.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-9627&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-9627
http://openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/01/20/5
https://github.com/videolan/vlc/commit/2e7c7091a61aa5d07e7997b393d821e91f593c39
https://www.videolan.org/security/sa1501.html


Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

videolan -- vlc_media_player 
  

The GetUpdateFile function in misc/update.c in the 
Updater in VideoLAN VLC media player before 2.1.6 
performs an incorrect cast operation from a 64-bit integer 
to a 32-bit integer, which allows remote attackers to 
conduct buffer overflow attacks and execute arbitrary 
code via a crafted update status file, aka an "integer 
truncation" vulnerability. 

2020-01-24 6.8 CVE-2014-9625 
MISC 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

videolan -- vlc_media_player 
  

Integer underflow in the MP4_ReadBox_String function in 
modules/demux/mp4/libmp4.c in VideoLAN VLC media 
player before 2.1.6 allows remote attackers to cause a 
denial of service or possibly have unspecified other impact 
via a box size less than 7. 

2020-01-24 6.8 CVE-2014-9626 
MISC 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

videolan -- vlc_media_player 
  

The MP4_ReadBox_String function in 
modules/demux/mp4/libmp4.c in VideoLAN VLC media 
player before 2.1.6 allows remote attackers to trigger an 
unintended zero-size malloc and conduct buffer overflow 
attacks, and consequently execute arbitrary code, via a 
box size of 7. 

2020-01-24 6.8 CVE-2014-9628 
MISC 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

viewgit -- viewgit 
  

Multiple cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities in ViewGit 
before 0.0.7 allow remote repository users to inject 
arbitrary web script or HTML via a (1) tag name to the 
Shortlog table in templates/shortlog.php or branch name 
to the (2) Shortlog table in templates/shortlog.php or (3) 
Heads table in plates/summary.php. 

2020-01-30 4.3 CVE-2013-2294 
CONFIRM 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

vivotek -- pt7135_ip_cameras 
  

A Directory Traversal vulnerability exists in Vivotek PT7135 
IP Cameras 0300a and 0400a via a specially crafted GET 
request, which could let a malicious user obtain user 
credentials. 

2020-01-24 4 CVE-2013-1597 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

webcalendar_project -- 
webcalendar 
  

Local file inclusion in WebCalendar before 1.2.5. 2020-01-27 6.5 CVE-2012-1496 
MISC 

wiz -- wiz 
  

Wiz 5.0.3 has a user mode write access violation 2020-01-27 5 CVE-2013-5659 
MISC 
MISC 

wordpress -- wordpress 
  

WordPress Portable phpMyAdmin Plugin has an 
authentication bypass vulnerability 

2020-01-27 6.4 CVE-2013-4462 
MISC 
MISC 

wordpress -- wordpress 
  

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) in WordPress podPress Plugin 
8.8.10.13 could allow remote attackers to inject arbitrary 
web script or html via the 'playerID' parameter. 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2013-2714 
BID 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-9625&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-9625
http://openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/01/20/5
https://github.com/videolan/vlc/commit/fbe2837bc80f155c001781041a54c58b5524fc14
https://www.videolan.org/security/sa1501.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-9626&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-9626
http://openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/01/20/5
https://github.com/videolan/vlc/commit/2e7c7091a61aa5d07e7997b393d821e91f593c39
https://www.videolan.org/security/sa1501.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-9628&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-9628
http://openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2015/01/20/5
https://github.com/videolan/vlc/commit/2e7c7091a61aa5d07e7997b393d821e91f593c39
https://www.videolan.org/security/sa1501.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-2294&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-2294
http://freecode.com/projects/viewgit/releases/353086
http://packetstormsecurity.com/files/120862/ViewGit-0.0.6-Cross-Site-Scripting.html
http://seclists.org/fulldisclosure/2013/Mar/174
http://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/24862
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-1597&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-1597
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/59576
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/83947
https://github.com/offensive-security/exploitdb/blob/master/exploits/hardware/webapps/25139.txt
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/cve/CVE-2013-1597
https://www.coresecurity.com/advisories/vivotek-ip-cameras-multiple-vulnerabilities
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2012-1496&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2012-1496
http://sourceforge.net/projects/webcalendar/files/webcalendar%201.2/1.2.5/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-5659&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-5659
http://realpentesting.blogspot.com/p/realpentesting-advisory-title-user-mode.html
http://seclists.org/fulldisclosure/2013/Sep/8
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-4462&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-4462
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2013/10/24/1
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/63249
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-2714&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-2714
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/58421


Medium Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & Patch 
Info 

wordpress -- wordpress 
  

Multiple cross-site request forgery (CSRF) vulnerabilities in 
the Private Only plugin 3.5.1 for WordPress allow remote 
attackers to hijack the authentication of administrators for 
requests that (1) add users, (2) delete posts, or (3) modify 
PHP files via unspecified vectors, or (4) conduct cross-site 
scripting (XSS) attacks via the po_logo parameter in the 
privateonly.php page to wp-admin/options-general.php. 

2020-01-28 6.8 CVE-2015-5483 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

wso2 -- multiple_products An issue was discovered in WSO2 API Manager 2.6.0, 
WSO2 IS as Key Manager 5.7.0, and WSO2 Identity Server 
5.8.0. If there is a claim dialect configured with an XSS 
payload in the dialect URI, and a user picks up this dialect's 
URI and adds it as the service provider claim dialect while 
configuring the service provider, that payload gets 
executed. The attacker also needs to have privileges to log 
in to the management console, and to add and configure 
claim dialects. 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2019-20436 
MISC 
MISC 

wso2 -- multiple_products 
  

An issue was discovered in WSO2 API Manager 2.6.0, 
WSO2 IS as Key Manager 5.7.0, and WSO2 Identity Server 
5.8.0. When a custom claim dialect with an XSS payload is 
configured in the identity provider basic claim 
configuration, that payload gets executed, if a user picks 
up that dialect's URI as the provisioning claim in the 
advanced claim configuration of the same Identity 
Provider. The attacker also needs to have privileges to log 
in to the management console, and to add and update 
identity provider configurations. 

2020-01-28 4.3 CVE-2019-20437 
MISC 
MISC 

zavio -- ip_cameras 
  

A Security Bypass vulnerability exists in Zavio IP Cameras 
through 1.6.3 because the RTSP protocol authentication is 
disabled by default, which could let a malicious user 
obtain unauthorized access to the live video stream. 

2020-01-29 5 CVE-2013-2569 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

zavio -- ip_cameras 
  

An Authentication Bypass vulnerability exists in the web 
interface in Zavio IP Cameras through 1.6.03 due to a 
hardcoded admin account found in boa.conf, which lets a 
remote malicious user obtain sensitive information. 

2020-01-29 5 CVE-2013-2567 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

zend -- zend_mail 
  

CRLF injection vulnerability in Zend\Mail (Zend_Mail) in 
Zend Framework before 1.12.12, 2.x before 2.3.8, and 
2.4.x before 2.4.1 allows remote attackers to inject 
arbitrary HTTP headers and conduct HTTP response 
splitting attacks via CRLF sequences in the header of an 
email. 

2020-01-27 4.3 CVE-2015-3154 
CONFIRM 

zeuscart -- zeuscart 
  

Multiple SQL injection vulnerabilities in ZeusCart 4.x. 2020-01-31 6.5 CVE-2014-3868 
MISC 

 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-5483&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-5483
http://packetstormsecurity.com/files/133349/WordPress-Private-Only-3.5.1-CSRF-Cross-Site-Scripting.html
http://seclists.org/fulldisclosure/2015/Aug/77
https://security.dxw.com/advisories/csrfxss-vulnerability-in-private-only-could-allow-an-attacker-to-do-almost-anything-an-admin-user-can/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20436&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20436
https://docs.wso2.com/display/Security/Security+Advisory+WSO2-2019-0634
https://github.com/cybersecurityworks/Disclosed/issues/19
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20437&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20437
https://docs.wso2.com/display/Security/Security+Advisory+WSO2-2019-0635
https://github.com/cybersecurityworks/Disclosed/issues/20
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-2569&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-2569
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/60191
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/84570
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/cve/CVE-2013-2569
https://www.coresecurity.com/advisories/zavio-ip-cameras-multiple-vulnerabilities
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-2567&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-2567
http://www.coresecurity.com/advisories/zavio-IP-cameras-multiple-vulnerabilities
http://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/25815
http://www.securityfocus.com/bid/60189
https://exchange.xforce.ibmcloud.com/vulnerabilities/84568
https://packetstormsecurity.com/files/cve/CVE-2013-2567
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-3154&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-3154
http://framework.zend.com/security/advisory/ZF2015-04
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2014-3868&vector=AV:N/AC:L/Au:S/C:P/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2014-3868
http://packetstormsecurity.com/files/127196/ZeusCart-4.x-Remote-SQL-Injection.html


Low Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & 
Patch Info 

a1 -- wlan_box_a 
  

The Username field in the Storage Service settings of A1 WLAN 
Box ADB VV2220v2 devices allows stored XSS (after a successful 
Administrator login). 

2020-01-27 3.5 CVE-2020-
8090 
MISC 

bitdefender -- 
bitdefender_av_for_mac 
  

An Incorrect Default Permissions vulnerability in the BDLDaemon 
component of Bitdefender AV for Mac allows an attacker to 
elevate permissions to read protected directories. This issue 
affects: Bitdefender AV for Mac versions prior to 8.0.0. 

2020-01-27 2.1 CVE-2019-
17103 
CONFIRM 

cisco -- 
multiple_ip_phones 
  

A vulnerability in the web-based GUI of Cisco IP Phone 6800, 7800, 
and 8800 Series with Multiplatform Firmware could allow an 
authenticated, remote attacker to conduct a cross-site scripting 
(XSS) attack against a user of the web-based interface of an 
affected system. The vulnerability is due to insufficient validation 
of user-supplied input by the web-based GUI of an affected 
system. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by persuading 
a user of the interface to click a crafted link. A successful exploit 
could allow the attacker to execute arbitrary script code in the 
context of the affected interface or access sensitive, browser-
based information. 

2020-01-26 3.5 CVE-2019-
16008 
CISCO 

cisco -- 
unity_connection_softwa
re 
  

A vulnerability in the web-based management interface of Cisco 
Unity Connection Software could allow an authenticated, remote 
attacker to perform a stored cross-site scripting (XSS) attack. The 
vulnerability is due to insufficient input validation by the web-
based management interface. An attacker could exploit this 
vulnerability by providing crafted data to a specific field within the 
interface. A successful exploit could allow the attacker to store an 
XSS attack within the interface. This stored XSS attack would then 
be executed on the system of any user viewing the attacker-
supplied data element. 

2020-01-26 3.5 CVE-2020-
3129 
CISCO 

dokeos -- dokeos 
  

Dokeos 2.1.1 has multiple XSS issues involving "extra_" 
parameters in main/auth/profile.php. 

2020-01-29 3.5 CVE-2012-
5776 
MISC 
MISC 

fortinet -- fortisiem 
  

An Improper Neutralization of Input vulnerability in the 
description and title parameters of a Device Maintenance 
Schedule in FortiSIEM version 5.2.5 and below may allow a remote 
authenticated attacker to perform a Stored Cross Site Scripting 
attack (XSS) by injecting malicious JavaScript code into the 
description field of a Device Maintenance schedule. 

2020-01-28 3.5 CVE-2019-
17651 
CONFIRM 

git -- git 
  

An issue was found in Git before v2.24.1, v2.23.1, v2.22.2, v2.21.1, 
v2.20.2, v2.19.3, v2.18.2, v2.17.3, v2.16.6, v2.15.4, and v2.14.6. 
The --export-marks option of git fast-import is exposed also via 
the in-stream command feature export-marks=... and it allows 
overwriting arbitrary paths. 

2020-01-24 3.6 CVE-2019-
1348 
SUSE 
REDHAT 
MISC 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8090&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8090
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8090
https://sku11army.blogspot.com/2020/01/a1-modem-wlan-box-adb-vv2220.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-17103&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-17103
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-17103
https://www.bitdefender.com/support/security-advisories/get-task-allow-entitlement-via-bdldaemon-macos-va-3448/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-16008&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-16008
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-16008
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200108-iphone-xss
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-3129&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3129
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-3129
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20200122-uc-xss
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2012-5776&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2012-5776
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2012-5776
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2012/11/02/10
https://cxsecurity.com/issue/WLB-2012110007
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-17651&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-17651
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-17651
https://fortiguard.com/psirt/FG-IR-19-197
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-1348&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-1348
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-1348
http://lists.opensuse.org/opensuse-security-announce/2020-01/msg00056.html
https://access.redhat.com/errata/RHSA-2020:0228
https://lore.kernel.org/git/xmqqr21cqcn9.fsf@gitster-ct.c.googlers.com/T/#u
https://public-inbox.org/git/xmqqr21cqcn9.fsf@gitster-ct.c.googlers.com/


Low Vulnerabilities 

Primary 
Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
Score 

Source & 
Patch Info 

google -- android 
  

A spoofing vulnerability exists in the way Microsoft Outlook for 
Android software parses specifically crafted email messages, aka 
'Outlook for Android Spoofing Vulnerability'. 

2020-01-24 3.5 CVE-2019-
1460 
MISC 

havalite -- havalite_cms 
  

Havalite CMS 1.1.7 has a stored XSS vulnerability 2020-01-29 3.5 CVE-2013-
0161 
MISC 

jenkins -- jenkins 
  

Jenkins Code Coverage API Plugin 1.1.2 and earlier does not 
escape the filename of the coverage report used in its view, 
resulting in a stored XSS vulnerability exploitable by users able to 
change job configurations. 

2020-01-29 3.5 CVE-2020-
2106 
MLIST 
CONFIRM 

jenkins -- jenkins 
  

Jenkins 2.218 and earlier, LTS 2.204.1 and earlier used a non-
constant time comparison function when validating an HMAC. 

2020-01-29 3.5 CVE-2020-
2102 
MLIST 
CONFIRM 

jenkins -- jenkins 
  

Jenkins 2.218 and earlier, LTS 2.204.1 and earlier did not use a 
constant-time comparison function for validating connection 
secrets, which could potentially allow an attacker to use a timing 
attack to obtain this secret. 

2020-01-29 3.5 CVE-2020-
2101 
MLIST 
CONFIRM 

jetbrains -- teamcity 
  

JetBrains TeamCity before 2019.2 was vulnerable to a stored XSS 
attack by a user with the developer role. 

2020-01-30 3.5 CVE-2020-
7910 
MISC 
CONFIRM 

linux -- linux_kernel 
  

fs/namei.c in the Linux kernel before 5.5 has a 
may_create_in_sticky use-after-free, which allows local users to 
cause a denial of service (OOPS) or possibly obtain sensitive 
information from kernel memory, aka CID-d0cb50185ae9. One 
attack vector may be an open system call for a UNIX domain 
socket, if the socket is being moved to a new parent directory and 
its old parent directory is being removed. 

2020-01-29 3.6 CVE-2020-
8428 
MLIST 
MLIST 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

linux -- linux_kernel 
  

In the Linux kernel before 5.3.4, fib6_rule_lookup in 
net/ipv6/ip6_fib.c mishandles the RT6_LOOKUP_F_DST_NOREF 
flag in a reference-count decision, leading to (for example) a crash 
that was identified by syzkaller, aka CID-7b09c2d052db. 

2020-01-27 2.1 CVE-2019-
20422 
MISC 
MISC 

microsoft -- 
multiple_windows_produ
cts 
  

An elevation of privilege vulnerability exists when the Windows 
User Profile Service (ProfSvc) improperly handles symlinks, aka 
'Windows User Profile Service Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability'. 

2020-01-24 3.6 CVE-2019-
1454 
MISC 

netapp -- e-
series_santricity_os_cont

E-Series SANtricity OS Controller Software version 11.60.0 is 
susceptible to a vulnerability which allows an attacker to cause a 
Denial of Service (DoS) in IPv6 environments. 

2020-01-30 3.3 CVE-2019-
17273 
CONFIRM 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-1460&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-1460
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-1460
https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2019-1460
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-0161&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-0161
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-0161
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2013/01/08/4
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-2106&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-2106
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-2106
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2020/01/29/1
https://jenkins.io/security/advisory/2020-01-29/#SECURITY-1680
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-2102&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-2102
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-2102
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2020/01/29/1
https://jenkins.io/security/advisory/2020-01-29/#SECURITY-1660
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-2101&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-2101
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-2101
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2020/01/29/1
https://jenkins.io/security/advisory/2020-01-29/#SECURITY-1659
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-7910&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7910
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-7910
https://blog.jetbrains.com/
https://blog.jetbrains.com/blog/2020/01/24/jetbrains-security-bulletin-q4-2019/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8428&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8428
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8428
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2020/01/28/4
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2020/02/02/1
https://git.kernel.org/cgit/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/commit/?id=d0cb50185ae942b03c4327be322055d622dc79f6
https://github.com/torvalds/linux/commit/d0cb50185ae942b03c4327be322055d622dc79f6
https://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2020/01/28/2
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20422&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20422
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20422
https://cdn.kernel.org/pub/linux/kernel/v5.x/ChangeLog-5.3.4
https://github.com/torvalds/linux/commit/7b09c2d052db4b4ad0b27b97918b46a7746966fa
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-1454&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-1454
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-1454
https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2019-1454
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-17273&vector=AV:A/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-17273
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-17273
https://security.netapp.com/advisory/ntap-20200129-0001/


Low Vulnerabilities 
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Vendor -- Product 

Description Published CVSS 
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Patch Info 

roller_software 
  

node-red -- node-red A stored XSS vulnerability is present within node-red (version: <= 
0.20.7) npm package, which is a visual tool for wiring the Internet 
of Things. This issue will allow the attacker to steal session 
cookies, deface web applications, etc. 

2020-01-28 3.5 CVE-2019-
15607 
MISC 

ossec -- ossec-hids 
  

In OSSEC-HIDS 2.7 through 3.5.0, the server component 
responsible for log analysis (ossec-analysisd) is vulnerable to a 
denial of service (NULL pointer dereference) via crafted messages 
written directly to the analysisd UNIX domain socket by a local 
user. 

2020-01-30 2.1 CVE-2020-
8448 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

ossec -- ossec-hids 
  

In OSSEC-HIDS 2.7 through 3.5.0, the server component 
responsible for log analysis (ossec-analysisd) is vulnerable to path 
traversal (with write access) via crafted syscheck messages written 
directly to the analysisd UNIX domain socket by a local user. 

2020-01-30 2.1 CVE-2020-
8446 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

simplesamlphp -- 
simplesamlphp 
  

Cross-site scripting in SimpleSAMLphp before version 1.18.4. The 
www/erroreport.php script allows error reports to be submitted 
and sent to the system administrator. Starting with 
SimpleSAMLphp 1.18.0, a new SimpleSAML\Utils\EMail class was 
introduced to handle sending emails, implemented as a wrapper 
of an external dependency. This new wrapper allows us to use 
Twig templates in order to create the email sent with an error 
report. Since Twig provides automatic escaping of variables, 
manual escaping of the free-text field in www/errorreport.php 
was removed to avoid double escaping. However, for those not 
using the new user interface yet, an email template is hardcoded 
into the class itself in plain PHP. Since no escaping is provided in 
this template, it is then possible to inject HTML inside the 
template by manually crafting the contents of the free-text field. 

2020-01-24 3.5 CVE-2020-
5226 
CONFIRM 
MISC 

suse -- 
linux_enterprise_server 
  

The permission package in SUSE Linux Enterprise Server allowed 
all local users to run dumpcap in the "easy" permission profile and 
sniff network traffic. This issue affects: SUSE Linux Enterprise 
Server permissions versions starting from 
85c83fef7e017f8ab7f8602d3163786d57344439 to 
081d081dcfaf61710bda34bc21c80c66276119aa. 

2020-01-24 1.9 CVE-2019-
3687 
CONFIRM 

suse -- networkmanager 
  

NetworkManager 0.9.x does not pin a certificate's subject to an 
ESSID when 802.11X authentication is used. 

2020-01-27 3.2 CVE-2006-
7246 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-15607&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-15607
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-15607
https://hackerone.com/reports/681986
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8448&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8448
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8448
https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/issues/1815
https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/issues/1821
https://www.ossec.net/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8446&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8446
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8446
https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/issues/1813
https://github.com/ossec/ossec-hids/issues/1821
https://www.ossec.net/
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-5226&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-5226
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-5226
https://github.com/simplesamlphp/simplesamlphp/security/advisories/GHSA-mj9p-v2r8-wf8w
https://simplesamlphp.org/security/202001-01
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-3687&vector=AV:L/AC:M/Au:N/C:P/I:N/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-3687
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-3687
https://bugzilla.suse.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1148788
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2006-7246&vector=AV:A/AC:H/Au:N/C:P/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2006-7246
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2006-7246
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2010/04/22/2
https://bugzilla.gnome.org/show_bug.cgi?id=341323
https://bugzilla.novell.com/show_bug.cgi?id=574266
https://lwn.net/Articles/468868/
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synacor -- 
zimbra_collaboration 
  

Zimbra Collaboration before 8.6.0 patch5 has XSS. 2020-01-27 3.5 CVE-2015-
2249 
CONFIRM 

synacor -- 
zimbra_collaboration 
  

Zimbra Collaboration before 8.8.12 Patch 1 has persistent XSS. 2020-01-27 3.5 CVE-2019-
11318 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

synacor -- 
zimbra_collaboration 
  

Zimbra Collaboration before 8.8.15 Patch 1 is vulnerable to a non-
persistent XSS via the Admin Console. 

2020-01-27 3.5 CVE-2019-
12427 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

virgl -- virglrenderer 
  

A double-free vulnerability in vrend_renderer.c in virglrenderer 
through 0.8.1 allows attackers to cause a denial of service by 
triggering texture allocation failure, because 
vrend_renderer_resource_allocated_texture is not an appropriate 
place for a free. 

2020-01-27 2.1 CVE-2020-
8003 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

virgl -- virglrenderer 
  

A NULL pointer dereference in vrend_renderer.c in virglrenderer 
through 0.8.1 allows attackers to cause a denial of service via 
commands that attempt to launch a grid without previously 
providing a Compute Shader (CS). 

2020-01-27 2.1 CVE-2020-
8002 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

wordpress -- wordpress 
  

The Elementor plugin before 2.8.5 for WordPress suffers from a 
reflected XSS vulnerability on the elementor-system-info page. 
These can be exploited by targeting an authenticated user. 

2020-01-28 3.5 CVE-2020-
8426 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 

wordpress -- wordpress 
  

Pinboard 1.0.6 theme for Wordpress has XSS. 2020-01-27 3.5 CVE-2013-
0286 
MISC 

wowza_media_systems -- 
wowza_streaming_engin
e 
  

Wowza Streaming Engine 4.7.7 and 4.7.8 suffers from multiple 
authenticated XSS vulnerabilities via the (1) 
customList%5B0%5D.value field in 
enginemanager/server/serversetup/edit_adv.htm of the Server 
Setup configuration or the (2) host field in 
enginemanager/j_spring_security_check of the login form. 

2020-01-29 3.5 CVE-2019-
7655 
MISC 
MISC 

wso2 -- api_manager 
  

An issue was discovered in WSO2 API Manager 2.6.0. A potential 
Reflected Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability has been 

2020-01-28 3.5 CVE-2019-
20434 

https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2015-2249&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-2249
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2015-2249
https://wiki.zimbra.com/wiki/Zimbra_Security_Advisories
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-11318&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-11318
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-11318
https://bugzilla.zimbra.com/show_bug.cgi?id=109117
https://wiki.zimbra.com/wiki/Security_Center
https://wiki.zimbra.com/wiki/Zimbra_Releases/8.8.12/P1
https://wiki.zimbra.com/wiki/Zimbra_Security_Advisories
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-12427&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-12427
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-12427
https://bugzilla.zimbra.com/show_bug.cgi?id=109174
https://wiki.zimbra.com/wiki/Security_Center
https://wiki.zimbra.com/wiki/Zimbra_Security_Advisories
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8003&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8003
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8003
https://gitlab.freedesktop.org/virgl/virglrenderer/commit/f9b079ccc319c98499111f66bd654fc9b56cf15f?merge_request_iid=340
https://gitlab.freedesktop.org/virgl/virglrenderer/merge_requests/340
https://gitlab.freedesktop.org/virgl/virglrenderer/merge_requests/340/diffs?commit_id=3320973c9f2068f60cf6613c2811a8824781878a
https://gitlab.freedesktop.org/virgl/virglrenderer/merge_requests/340/diffs?commit_id=f9b079ccc319c98499111f66bd654fc9b56cf15f
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8002&vector=AV:L/AC:L/Au:N/C:N/I:N/A:P
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8002
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8002
https://gitlab.freedesktop.org/virgl/virglrenderer/merge_requests/340
https://gitlab.freedesktop.org/virgl/virglrenderer/merge_requests/340/diffs?commit_id=572a36879701598fa727f50313508be99865b58f
https://gitlab.freedesktop.org/virgl/virglrenderer/merge_requests/340/diffs?commit_id=725e12beba4a41934f0ab62d399b5d4de2d13190
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2020-8426&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8426
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2020-8426
https://blog.impenetrable.tech/xss-in-wordpress-elementor-plugin
https://wordpress.org/plugins/elementor/#developers
https://wpvulndb.com/vulnerabilities/10051
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2013-0286&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-0286
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2013-0286
http://www.openwall.com/lists/oss-security/2013/02/14/4
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-7655&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-7655
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-7655
https://github.com/DrunkenShells/Disclosures/tree/master/CVE-2019-7655-XSS-Wowza
https://www.wowza.com/pricing/installer
https://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm?version=2&name=CVE-2019-20434&vector=AV:N/AC:M/Au:S/C:N/I:P/A:N
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20434
https://nvd.nist.gov/nvd.cfm?cvename=CVE-2019-20434
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identified in the Datasource creation page of the Management 
Console. 

MISC 
MISC 

wso2 -- api_manager 
  

An issue was discovered in WSO2 API Manager 2.6.0. A reflected 
XSS attack could be performed in the inline API documentation 
editor page of the API Publisher by sending an HTTP GET request 
with a harmful docName request parameter. 

2020-01-28 3.5 CVE-2019-
20435 
MISC 
MISC 

wso2 -- api_manager 
  

An issue was discovered in WSO2 API Manager 2.6.0. A potential 
stored Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability has been identified 
in the inline API documentation editor page of the API Publisher. 

2020-01-28 3.5 CVE-2019-
20438 
MISC 
MISC 

wso2 -- api_manager 
  

An issue was discovered in WSO2 API Manager 2.6.0. A potential 
Reflected Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability has been 
identified in defining a scope in the "manage the API" page of the 
API Publisher. 

2020-01-28 3.5 CVE-2019-
20439 
MISC 
MISC 

wso2 -- api_manager 
  

An issue was discovered in WSO2 API Manager 2.6.0. A potential 
Reflected Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability has been 
identified in the update API documentation feature of the API 
Publisher. 

2020-01-28 3.5 CVE-2019-
20440 
MISC 
MISC 

wso2 -- api_manager 
  

An issue was discovered in WSO2 API Manager 2.6.0. A potential 
Stored Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability has been identified 
in the 'implement phase' of the API Publisher. 

2020-01-28 3.5 CVE-2019-
20441 
MISC 
MISC 

wso2 -- 
multiple_products 
  

An issue was discovered in WSO2 API Manager 2.6.0, WSO2 
Enterprise Integrator 6.5.0, WSO2 IS as Key Manager 5.7.0, and 
WSO2 Identity Server 5.8.0. A potential stored Cross-Site Scripting 
(XSS) vulnerability in mediaType has been identified in the registry 
UI. 

2020-01-28 3.5 CVE-2019-
20443 
MISC 
MISC 

wso2 -- 
multiple_products 
  

An issue was discovered in WSO2 API Manager 2.6.0, WSO2 
Enterprise Integrator 6.5.0, WSO2 IS as Key Manager 5.7.0, and 
WSO2 Identity Server 5.8.0. A potential stored Cross-Site Scripting 
(XSS) vulnerability in roleToAuthorize has been identified in the 
registry UI. 

2020-01-28 3.5 CVE-2019-
20442 
MISC 
MISC 
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